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111nrtmnrh
During several years it has been customary for the students
of the University to publish each spring a year book called the
Mirage. The object of the book has been to make a record of
a year's doings, the pranks and games as well as the more
serious of the student activities. The records have gone on
accumulating until we have now a fund of information not to

be found in catalogues, a series of pictures of our predecessors
on the campus and in the buildings which are the scene of our
own efforts. The record is one we should like to see grow, the
tradition one which should not be lightly set aside.
So, in an effort to show our appreciation of what we have
gained from our days on the hill and as an expression of our
love for our University and our sincerest wishes for her continued growth and success, we, the Classes of 1912 and 1913,
present this book.
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May 26-May 29, 1912

Sunday, May 26---Bacalaureate Sermon ................. Elks' Opera House
Rev. C. C. Bateman, D. D.,
Chaplain U. S. Army, General H ospital, Fort Bayard, New Mexico.
Monday, May 27-University Musical .................. Elks' Opera House
Wednesday, May 27-Commencement. ................. Elks' Opera House
Address by Dr. E. McQueen Gray, "The United States
and Latin America."
Alumni Banquet ....... . ........... Alvarado Hotel
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TSoarh of 1!rgrut11
His ExcELLENCY, THE GovERNOR oF NEw MEx1co. W. C . M c D oNALD,
Ex-0 fficio.
THE TERRITORIAL SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC I NSTRUCTION, A.
WHITE, Ex-Officio.

c.

HON. W. D . BRYAN, President. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque, N. M .
DR. ]. A REIDY, Secretary and Treasurer .............. Albuquerque, N. M .
H oN. NATHAN jAFFA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Roswell, N. M.
J UDGE AW. COOLY... . . .
H oN.

'

H. L. BICKLEY.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. .............. Silver City, N . M.
. .......... ...... R aton. N. M .
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EDWARD DUNDAS McQUEEN GRAY.
M. A, Ph.D., M. C. P., 0. M. A, F. S. A, F. R.H. S.
Born at Croftonhill, Lanarkshire, Scotland; educated. Victoria College, Jersey, Bonn a R., German. Uppingham School, England, Universities of Heidelberg, Munich and London. Only octuple honorman on
the roll of London University. Fellow of the Royal Hisotrical Society,
Royal Society of Arts, Member Early English Text Society, Amer.
Academy Political Science, Council National Economic League, Fellow
National Geographic Society. Chevalier Order Merite Agricole, F ranee;
Libertador, Yenezuela, Medjidie, Egypt, Osmanieh, Turkey. Permanent
Foreign Secretary, National Irrigation Congress. In 1909 elected President of the University.
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~arulty
CHARLES E. HooctN, 8. Pd., Dean and Registrar.

Professor of Education.

8. Pd., University of New Me'<ico, 1894; Principal Public Schools. Trafalgar, Indiana; Instructor in Education, Richmond Normal School. 1882-'84; Principal Albuquerque Academy, 1887-'91 ; Superintendent Albuquerque Public
Schools, 1891-'97; Professor of Education University of New Mexico, 1897-.
(Sabbatical year.)
MARTIN F. ANCELL,

8. S .• M.A. Dean of College of Science and Engineering.

Professor of Ph)}sics and Electrical Engineering.

8. S .• University of Wisconsin. 1902; M. A. University of Wisconsin. 1905;
Assistant in Physics, University of Wisconsin. 1902-'03; Professotr of Physics and
Mathematics, University of Wisconsin, 1904-'05; Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering, University of New Mex;co, 1905-.
JosEPHINE S. PARSONS, A.

8 .. Secretary of Faculty.

Associate Professor and Principal of Commercial Department.

A. 8 .. University of New Mexico, 1904; Principal Commercial Departmen1,
University of New Mexico, 1893-.
ETHEL A. HICKEY, A. B.
Associate Professor of English. University of New Meixco, 190 1- .
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1Jftttulty-Contmued.
JOHN D. CLARK, B.

s.. M. S.

Associate Professor of Chemistry.

Kappa Sigma.

B. S.. New Hampshire College, 1906; M. S., New Hampshire College,
1907; Assistant in Chemistry, New Hampshire College, 1906-'07; Assistant Professor of Chemistry, University of New Mexico, 1907-'08; Associate Professor of
Chemistry, University of New Mexico, 1908- . Fellow in the American Association for the Advancement of Science; Member of the American Chemical Society;
Honorary Member of Alpha Chi Sigma.

J.

A. PYNCH, A. B.
Associate Professor of Geology.

A. B .. University of Wisconsin, 1908; Post-Graduate Work, University of
Wisconsin, Summer Session, 1908, '09, 'I 0; Assistant in Geology, University of
Wisconsin. 190 7-'08, and Summer Session 191 0; Department of Chemistry and
Physiography, Wichita (Kas.) High School, 1908-'09; Department of Science,
Dakota Wesleyan University, 1909-'IO; University of New Mexico, 1901-.
Director of Natural Resources Survey.
DELLA

J.

SISLER, B. L. S.

librarian and Associate Professor of library Science.
B. L. S .. University of Illinois, 1905; Library Catalog: r, Kansas State Normal. 1900-'03; Librarian and Associate Professor of Library Science, University of
New Mexico, 1905- . (Sabbatical year.)
LEON 8. STEPHAN, A. B.

Assistant Professor of German and Latin.

A. B .. University of Indiana, 1908; Instructor in Public Schools of Indiana,
1903-'05; Principal High School, Markle, Indiana, 1906-'07; Assistant Professor
of German and Latin, University of New Mexico, 1908- .

'

1JTarulty-Cont;nueJ
H ERMON H. CONWELL, B. S.

Anistant Professor of Math ematics.

B. S., Kansas State College,

1907; Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Uni-

versity of New Mexico, 1908-.
WARREN I. MOORE, A. B .• A. M.

Professor of Latin and Creek.
A B., Acadia University, 1894; A. M .. Cornell University, 1901 ; Graduate
Nova Scotia Normal School, -894; Principal Reserve High School, Nova Scotia,
1895-'96; Graduate Toronto Normal College, 1896-'9 7; Professor of Classics,
Pickering College, Ontario, 1897; President and Professor of Classics, Clarksburg
College, Missouri. 1907-1900; Fellow in Latin and Greek, Cornell University,
1901-'02; Chair of Latin and Greek, Ouachita College, 1902-' I 0; Professor of
Latin, Missouri State Normal, Kirksville, Summer 1907; Student at Rome and
Pompeii, Summer 1909; University of New Mexico, 191 0-.
Miss HELENA EcvPTIADES, M. M.

Director of Music.
Student Voice al the Musical Lyceum, and Piano at the Royal Conservatory,

both Naples, Italy, 1900-'06; taught in Europe, 1906-'07 ; in New York City.
1907-'08; in Bethany College, West Virginia, 1908-'IO; University of New
Mexico, 191 0- .
ANITA THOMAS,

Instructor in Spanish.
University of New Mexico, 1910- MRS. DE LA VERGNE,

Instructor in French.
University of New Mexico, 191 1--- .
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Editor-in-Chief..................... Erna M. Fergusson
ASSOCIAT ES

Art ................. Evelyn Everitt, Raymond Cladding
Athletics ............................. Coburn Cook
Society . . . . . ........................ Matilda Allen
Nonsense .......................... Ellice Van Dorn
Forensic ............................ John C . Pease
Dramatics . ....... .. .................. Stanley Seder
Organizations .................. .. ...... Lillian Kieke

,..

ASS!STANT

Ruth Bright
Manager ... . .. . ... . .............. Charles H. Lambke
ASSOCIATES

Coburn Cook
Raymond Cladding

Robert Sewell
£. V. DeWolf
ASSISTANT

Elfred Anspach

'

Clyde Kelly
Fred Calkin~

\
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Colors -Yellow and Green
Flower- D affodil
President . .. ...... . . . . .... .... . .. Charles H. Lembke
Matilda Florence Allen
Ellice Claire Van Dorn
Edward V. De Wolf
Erna May Fergusson
Raymond D. Gladding
Robert T. Sewell
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Colors -Green and White
President .......................... E. Stanley Seder
Vice-President ..... . .................. Evelyn Everitt
MEMBERS

W. C. Cook
Evelyn Everitt
E. Stanley Sede1
Clyde Kelly
John Pease
Lillian Kieke
E. Y. De Woll
AL. Aulick
L. B. Mudgetl
Ruth Bright

...

Colors- Orange and Black
Flower--Sunflower
OFFIC ERS

President . . ......................... : . Ira V. Boldt
Secretary ......................... Florence M. Sed~r
CLASS

Ira V. Boldt
Mary W. Bright
Drusilla Chrisman
Ed Doran
Leslie M. Harkness
Matt Higgins
William J. Higgins
Adele Howdl
Arno Leupold
David 8. Munroe
Florence M. Seder
Frank M. Spitz

...

....

Colors--Red and White
Flower- Red Carnation
CLASS

Paul Menaul
]. Clifford Nichols
William H. Probert
Inez Ralph
John Seth
Pauline Sewell
Elizabeth M. Stern
Pearl E. Tompkins
Chas. M. Weber
Norman Wooldridge

D. F. Abbott
W. B. Arens
Fred M. Calkins
Pauline Cartwright
Agnes Lester Childers
Willard Chamberlain
Cecil Davis
Harold ]. Hill
J. Guy Hamilton
Helen Dorcas James
YELL

Zip-a-Lac, Zip-a-Lac, Zip-a-Lac-a-Z::om
We're the class that's on the boom!
Zip-a-Lac, Zip-a-Lac, Zip-a-Lac-a-Zeen,
Senior Class--Nineteen Fi fteen!

•

Nnrmnl Qtln.a.a
Flower-Aemrican Beauty
Color- American Beauty Red
Docendo Discimus
OFFICERS

President . . . . . . . . . . ............ Evelyn B. Sturdevant
Vice-President ........................ Edith H. P ink
Secretary-Treasurer ............... Genevieve E. Tierney
CLASS

A. Margaret Anson
Helen H. Harrison
M. Anna Swayne
Lonetta E. Bratton
Edith C. Lobes
Josephine V. Creel

,

Colors-Pink and White
Flower- Pink Carnation
President ... ...... . .................. Charlotte Pratt
J. K. Allen
Allene Bixler
Irene Boldt
Thornton Bright
Louise Brown
Grace Cassatt
Pearl Corson
Hazel Cox
W. H. G ee
Hilda Grunsfeld
AS. Hunt
Mildred Wagner

Bertram Hunter
Cleo Kelly
Willetta Lawrence
Charlotte Lembke
I. P. Littrell
Earl Olds
]. H. O'Rielly, Jr.
Charlotte P ratt
J. J. Redfield
Mabel Smith
Helen Ward
Ruth Woodford
Arthur Y anow

.

Stuilrnt io!ly
OFFICERS

President ......................................... W. Coburn Cook
Vice-President ........................................ Helen J ames
Secretary-Treasurer ................................... Frank M. Spitz
Meetings:

Every Tuesday at I 0 :55.

The Student Body of the University of New Mexico was organized about five
years ago and since that time has had full control of all student neterprises. Weekly
meeting3 are held at which coming athletic events are discussed, entertainm:nt for
visiting teams arranged, editors and mirnagers of student publications elected, and all
other affairs pertaining to the students are brought up for discussion and settlem:nl.
By means of this organization the students have been brought closer toget':er, and
have been made to feel that each one has a share in the affairs of the institution and it
has in this way done much to increase the college spirit.
The Student Body meetings this year have been quite as successful as those of
previous years, and much good work has been accomplished. One important move
was the change of the meeting hour from Thursday to Tuesday in order to allow
more time for the arrangement of Friday and Saturday games. At the beginnnig of
the school year, the assembly hours were given over almost entirely to discussions of
football. When the football season gave way to those of basketball and baseball,
these sports came in for their share of attention at the Student Assemblies. On several occasions members of the faculty and alumni addressed the assemblies. Prominent among the latter were Lawrence Lee, Kirk Bryan, and Gillette Cornish, all former U. N. M. students and now of Yale University.

lnuug llnmtu·11 Qt4risttan .Assnriattnn
OFFICERS

President ........................................... E...elyn E.veritt
Vice-President ..................................... Drusilla Chrisman
Secretary ........................................... Matilda Allen
Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florence Seder
Chairman of D evotional Committee ........................ Alice Schreiber
Chairman of Membership Committee ..................... Drusilla Chrisman
Meetings:

Wednesday, I :00 O'clock.

A branch of the National Y. W. C. A. was organized in the University two
years ago and immediately became very active in college affairs. By means of candy
sales and small social affairs, they succeeded during the first year in raising sufficient
money to send a delegate to the. National meeting.
At the present time tne-Associatioa is in a. particularly flourishing condition, the
membership has increased greatly and the Association workers hope. that during> the.
coming year every girl in the University will be a member.
An important event this year was the visit of Miss Inez Kinney, a Traveling
Secretary of the National Association. Miss Kinney held several meetings with the
girls, and greatly encouraged them in their present work and in their plans for the
future. A pleasant Tea was given in honor of the visitor who expressed herself as
being very favorably impressed with the University.
On April I 7th, occurred the installation of the officers who will hold their offices during the coming year.
The Y. W . C. A. is filling a long felt want among the girls of the University
and with such competent officers as are now at its hear is sure to be successful.

,

After prolonged hopes and unavoidable delays, the Choral Club set out on the
first of April to give their concert before the employes of the Santa Fe railroad. Two
weeks later they returned, tired, but in good spirits, and with interesting experiences
to relate to their friends at home.
The itinerary of the tour was as follows: Gallup, N. M., April 2; Winslow,
Ariz., April 3; Williams, Ariz., April 4; Prescott, Ariz., April 5; Needles, Calif.,
April 6; Barstow, Calif., April 8. That every one of the concerts scored a decided
success is due both to the capable training given by our director, Miss Egyptiades,
and to the ready appreciation accorded by the Santa Fe employes. Our reception all
along the line was very courteous, and some form of entertainment was provided for
us at every place.
Our day at Gallup was a full one, some of the events being pre-arranged, and
others improvised. The impression we made on Gallup people may be judged from
a compliment paid to Mrs. Fergusson, our chaperon. Wishing to buy some common
candles to use in the car, she entered a store and asked for some, but the proprietor
replied that he had none. "Don't you keep any candles at all?" she asked in surprise. "No, ma'am-that is," he added apologetically, "we have some plain, ordinary candles, but of course you wouldn't want them."
At Winslow occurred the first regular raid on the post-office. The eag~rness
with which the girls asked for their mail at every stop was equalled only by the regularity with which they wrote--to Albuquerque, but not always to their homes. The
concert at Winslow passed off well-at least Mr. Busser, who was present, seemed
to think so. We do not presume to judge what was the opinion of the two small
boys down in front who engaged in a prize-fight during one of the solos. But a man
seated behind them unscrewed his wooden leg at once and, using it as a weapon, enforced comparative quiet. It was hard for the girls to keep their faces straight during
this impromptu performance.
It was in this town that we began the practice, kept up at all the rest of our
stops, of singing "Alma Mater" in the hotel lobby. We usually managed to block
the door so that the hotel guests had no chance to escape.
On to Williams, where Charlotte Pratt discovered a ten-story building; she
made another find there also--but to resume, as Samantha Allen says; the altitude
affected most of us and made singing more difficult. But at Ash Fork every one
was in good spirits again, and, seeing a building labeled "White House," several
of the girls went in to ask whether Mr. Taft was at home.
Then we rode on to Prescott, where we enjoyed the dream of an auto ride that
was to have been, but developed into a "never was," where there was no Harvey
House, and we had to satisfy our longings with a mere hotel ; where there was ex-

..
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tremely enthusiastic applause; where Evelyn Sturdevant played Cindrella after the
cencert; where, in short, we had an experience such that the m~re word "Prescott"
holds inexpressible meaning for all members of the Club. To cap the climax, there
was a short and sweet scene, entirely impromptu, from "The Rivals," enacted in
our car later on.
At Needles we went into raptures over the palms and the summery weather, but
decided after g:iing to church Sunday morning and living through the rest of the day
that it would be rather hot there in July. We were serenaded in the evening by a
string orchestra-a compliment which we sincerely appreciated.
On our way from Needles to Barstow that evening, we stopped at a place where
there was a gang of Old Mexico Mexicans. Several of the girls tried their Spanish
on them, and we finally had to sing for them- "Juanita" being the favorite. We
found them our most appreciative audience, but they modestly declined to sing for us:
When the train started again we gave a burlesque of our concert. and then started
through the other cars to sing to the passengers. We heard ourselves referred to
variously as "a bunch of seminary girls." "students frcm the high !chool at Albuquerque," and "from the University of New Mexico at Las Cruces." Most of our
auditors. however, did not seem to object to our singing.
At Barstow we gave our last concert before a packed house, and then hastened
on to Los Angeles, where we spent three days- just long enough for us lo get a
glimpse of the town, to be taken for a musical comedy company, and for a schoolteachers' convention; to visit the University of Southern California; and to take a
personally conducted trolley ride lo the beaches. The conductor was a man of engaging personality, who called out the prices paid for real estate as we rode along,
and propounded that problem unanswered by the wisest men of all times, "Why did
they build the ocean so close to the shore."
After three days of rainy weather we had to leave the city just as the sun began
to shine in earnest. On our way home we were pleased to find some of our recentlymade acquaintances at each depot to see m again. At Needles we each received a
bunch of carnations. But the triumphal march was soon at an end. and on the evening of April 14, tourist car I 198 entered Albuquerque again. Some of the results
achieved by this tcur may be summarized: A record of six succesdul concerts; advertising for the University; a general good time for every one; experience of "stage
life"; a trail of broken hearts all along the line; and a better knowledge of this
western country.
The personnel of the Choral Club is as follows: Miss Helena Egyptiades,
director; E. Stanley Seder, pianist and accompanist; Misses Matilda Allen, Margaret Anson, Aleene Bixler, Irene Boldt, Mary Bright, Pauline Cartwright, Hazel
Cox. Frances H elfrich, Olive Hinds, Adele Howell, Helen James, Cleo Kelly,
Charlotte Lembke, Charlotte Pratt, Florence Seder, Mabel Smith, Pauline Sewell,
Evelyn Sturdevant, Pearl Tompkins, Helen Ward .

W~t

lit. N. Sl. £nttrtahttrs

The Men's Glee Club was organized in February under the name of the
U. N. M. Entertainers. Dr. Gray announced about the I 5th of February that a
Santa Fe tour was possible if an organization could be formed. Miss Egyptiades,
Director of Music, organized a club of twelve members. Afterwards, finding it
would be impossible for her to direct both the men's and women's dubs, Mr. Charles
Andrews was secured to direct the men's organization.
The personnel of the Club is as follows: First tenor, Chas. Andrews, director;
Don F. Allott, C . C. Davis, W. H. Gee; second tenor, D . B. Monroe, A. S. Hunt,
]. H . O'Rielly, Thornton E. Bright, W. C. Cook; first bass, E. V. Anspach, F. M.
Calkins, C. M . Weber, R. T. Sewell; second bass, Clyde Kelly, W. B. Arens,
W. J. Chamberlin, L. B. Lackey,]. G. Hamilton, J. S. Shimer. Manager, C. H .
Lembke; Assistant, Frank Spitz. Accompanist, E. S. Seder.
Leaving Albuquerque Sunday evening, April 21st at 7 :55 the C lub arrived in
C lovis the following morning. The day was spent in visiting the Santa Fe shops and
seeing the city. Preceding their first concert Monday night the boys were entertained at a banquet by the citizens of Clovis. Everyone had a royal good time at
the banquet and also at the dance given for them after their concert.
The Entertainers left the same night for Amarillo, Texas. All were in the
best of spirits and at Amarillo they gave their best concert for here the opera house
was splendid and a large and enthusiastic audience of fifteen hundred greeted them.
The next concert was given in Canadian, Texas. Owing to the fact that the
Club had to leave Canadian at 9 :40 p. m., they were compelled to begin the concert at 7 :00 p. m. After the concert, having abOut 15 minutes to make the train,
Davis, the well known heart breaker, became infatuated with a young lady and almost missed the train.
The next stop was Wellington, Kansas, where all were awakened early in the
morning by the ringing of a bell and cries of "hot coffee." During breakfast, the
manager of the Harvey House, a large suffragette walked up to Manager Lembke
and said, "I will serve dinner at 12 :30." Lembke, "scooting" down into his chair,
replied, "Yes, maw."
While strolling down the main street after breakfast, the boys spied the little
red hat& which they purchased and which made such a hit throughout the trip. After
the concert that night a dance was given in their honor.
Leaving Wellington the Entertainers arrived in Chanute, Kansas, Friday noon,
April 26. Very little happened there as the boys were tired and the day extremely
warm. The concert was given in the Christian Church before a large and apprecia-

tive audience. After the concert the boys retired immediately. Kansas City was
their next stop. They arrived there early on Saturday. The various packing houses
being chosen as the most interesting places were visited during the morning. The
afternoon was spent in visiting the different theaters and various other places of
amusement. In the evening the concert was given in the Y. M .C. A. The audience here was small owing to the fact that a heavy rain was falling and the weather
rendered most disagreeable. The Club was scattered Sunday and was not gathered
together until Monday morning when they left Kansas City for Topeka. They
arrived in Topeka about I 0 a. m. The various places of interest, including the
Capitol building and museum were visited. One of their best concerts was given in
Topeka to an audience of 1,000 people.
Newton, Kansas, was their next stop. Mr. Busser heard the boys there and
expressed himself well pleased and promised them a trip to the coast next year.
Dodge City was reached on Wednesday, May I st. In the afternoon some of
the boys became acquainted with a very nice young lady who invited them lo a hayride and dance after the concert, but they were unable lo attend as they had lo leave
Dodge City at 10:55 p. m.
The next slop was La Junta, Colorado. The Club gave a concert in the afternoon at the high school and the regular one in the redaing rocms.
Raton was reached on Friday afternoon, May 3. They were greeted with a
usual New Mexico sandstorm, which continued throughout the evening. The concert was given in the Airdome Theater. Although the audience was wrapped up in
overcoats, furs and winter clothes, they were nevertheless very enthusiastic and repeatedly applauded the numbers.
Raton was the last cencert give nunder the auspices of the Santa Fe. The next
concert in Santa Fe, Saturday night, May 4th, was a paid affair. The Entertainers
played to one of the most enthusiastic audiences on the trip. After the concert, a
reception and dance was tendered the boys at the McFie home. Every one enjoyed
a most delightful time. That night two inmates of the car kept the Club from getting
much sleep. The next day Judge McFie showed the boys lhru the Archaeological
Institute, Capitol building and old church. The governor's wife kept open house to
the Club from I I to 12 a. m. In the afternoon a concert was given at the State Penitentiary, following which a trip was taken thru the pen and at 2 :30 they boarded
the train for home. The Club arrived in Albuquerque at 7 :20 Sunday night. All
expressed themselves glad to be back home in spite of all the good times and success
on the trip.
In summing up, the Entertainers made a decided hit which was due entirely to
the fact that the boys were all congenial and worked together thruout the fifteen days.

Founded at W esleyn College, Georgia, I 3) 2
Xi Chai:;ter Established May 15, 191 I
CHARTER MEMBERS

Evelyn Everitt
Erna M. Fergusson
Dolores Huning
Clarice E. Koon
Elizabeth M. Lane

Lora M. Lovelace
Florence M. Pickard
Julia B. Pickard (Mrs. Bailey)
Florence M. Seder
Edith M. Sherman
Lean ore F. Sterling
MEMBERS IN COLLEGE

Matilda F. Allen
Mary W. Brig'lt
Ru•h Bright
Evelyn Everitt
Erna M. Fergusson

Helen D. James
Florence F. Seder
P auline Sewell
Elizabeth Stem
Pearl Tompkins
ALUMNI

Lora M. Lovelace
Mrs. Ralph Edward Bailey
Maybelle Lovelac~
Dolores Huning
Edith M. Sherman
Elizabeth M. Lane
Lena F. Sterling
Colors--Rose and White
Flower- Pink Carnation
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l\lpqa l\lpqa l\lpqa
Local Organized 1903

Colors-Black and Red
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO

Charles H. Lembke

J.

L. H. Mudgett

]. C. Nichols

Ira V. Boldt
Raymond D. Gladding
Edward V. D eWolf
Harold J. Hill
Leslie M. Harkness

G. Hamilton

.\<H. H. Conwell
N. W. Wooldridge
Willard Chamberlain
Cecil Davis
J. C. Steenberg

FRATRES IN URBE

T. Danahay

E. Van Cleave
Kirk Bryan

B. Crawford
PLEDGE MEMB ERS

I. P. Littrell

Leo Murphy
Joe McCanna

L. B. Lackey
Louis Hesselden
""Resigned

,
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~igmu

wuu
Colors-Black and Gold

Local Organized I 906

~

Flower- Jonquil
FRATRES IN COLLECIO

M. Higgins

W. B. Arens
C. M. Weber
H. A Carlisle
George Walker
F. M. Calkins ·
"'L. B. Stephan

R. T. Sewell
Clyde Kelly
W. C. Cook
E. S. Seder
W. ]. Higgins
FRA TRES IN URBE

D . R. Lane

W. McMillen

D. L. Sterling

FRATRES EX URBE

R. W. Arens

W. B. Wroth
C. L. Otto
K. G. Karsten
A R. Seder
F. B. Forbes
E. H. Arens
H. E. Marsh

F. Peavy
K. C. Heald
E. M. Albright
H. M. Bryan
J. Marshall
E. Ross
P L EDGE MEMBERS

J. H. O'Rielly. J r.
Thornton Bright
E. Hall

B. Hunter
K. Balcomb
W. Grimmer

R. B. Parker
"'Resigned
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lllniutrsity nf Ntm fltxirn !\tqletir
!\ssnriatinn
President .................... .. ................... E. Stanley Seder
Vice-President ............................. . ......... Evelyn Everitt
Secretary ........ . ... . ................................. C leo Kelly
Treasurer ...................... . ....................... Ed Doran

BOARD OF CONTROL
FACULTY MEMBERS

H . H . Conwell ....................................... Term I Year
W. I. Moore ................ ........................ Term 2 Years
Miss E. A Hickey .................................... Term 3 Years
STUDENT MEMBERS

I. V. Boldt .......................................... Term I Year
F. M . Calkins ....................... ................. Term 2 Years
The time of the Association has been well used this year. The constitution of
the body has been amended so as to become more effective, and ( urther important
changes are being put forward. A strong effort has been made to regain complete
athletic supervision and again place it in the hands of the Association Board of Control. We refer to that taken over by the F acuity Athletic Committee. It is expected
that by the end of the year this effort will have proven entirely successful. Further,
an attempt is being made to have the athletic fee of live d ollars embodied in the
regular matriculation fees of the University.
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VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM

.

'

Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chas. H. Lembke, L H.
Assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ira V. Boldt
Captain ....................................... Guy Hamilton, L T .
Coach ........................................... R. F. Hutchinson
Quarter ................... .. .......... . ... . ... ..... ... H. ]. Hill
Full .............................. . ................ W. B. Arens
Left Half ............................. R. D . Gladding, C. H. Lembke
Right Half ............. ....... ..................... F. M. Calkins
Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jay Allen, L. H. Mudgett
Right End .............. ....... ........ Frank J. Ringland, Wooldridge
Left End . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H . A. Carlisle
Right Tackle ........................... L. H . Mudgett, R. D . Gladding
Left Tackle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guy Hamilton (Capt.)
Right Guard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B. H. Hunter, I. P. Littrell
Left Guard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. L Strome
Substitutes ............ F.. V. DeWolf, George Walker, L. Armijo, I. V. Boldt

The 191 I football season was in every way a credit to the student body and
the institution. The display of grit and clean playing throughout every game played
by the Varsity team has b~en commented upon in every instance by our opponents.
Five games were played during the season and while not successful as regards games
won, yet the record will show a greater number of points in our favor than tallied
against us. The light weight of our team and the bad luck experienced in the loss of
three or fcur of our best players at the first of the season is largely responsible for the
games lost. The Varsity is a graceful loser for we feel that more has been won by
plucky, clean playing, and in establishing a reputation for that kind of playing, than
any amount of lost games could possibly overbalance. Coach R. F. Hutchinson is
largely responsible for the splendid showing made by our football team this year.
Practice began the first week after registration and was kept up merrily until the fina l
game with Arizona. Captain Hamilton was always an inspiration lo his men and
could be depended upon at all times, which was his greatest asset. Lembke, as manager, is lo be praised for the games scheduled as well as his good work on the gridiron.
Financially, the season was handled remarkably well for, despite the fact that Arizona
and the Institute al Roswell were brought to Albuquerque, very little deficit was left
by the season. Taken a ll in all, the season has been a decisive winner.

GAMES
VARSITY,

0; E. P. M. I. 6.

The first game of the season was played in El Paso with the team of the El
Paso Military Institute Saturday morning, October 21st. The E. P. M . I. team
kicked off to the Varsity, who returned the ball for a good gain. In the scrimmage
which followed, beth teams were quite evenly matched, neither being able to advance
the ball materially. The quarter ended with the Varsity's fifty-yard line.
The second quarter started in fast and snappy, with both sides playing good
ball. About the middle of the quarter the Military team !Uccessfully executed a
forward pass which brcught the ball to the Varsity's five-yard line. A touchdown
seemed inevitable, as the ball was in i:ossession of the Institute on the first down.
The first rush by the Institute resulted in no gain. In the second, Chenworthy,
the lnstitute's quarter, was thrown back to the twenty-yard line. Varsity !U;1porters
began to breathe more freely when Keady, the fullback of the Cadets, made a try
for a goal kick. The kick was blocked by Allen for the Varsity, but unfortu1a:ely
the ball bcu:ided back into Keady's arms, .... ho then made a run around right end for
a touc~ down. Keady kicked goal, making the score six to nothing.
·1 he rest of the game was obvioudy the Var!ity's. The backs went through
the heavy lnstitu'.e li:ie regularly fe r substantial g:iins. The Varsity repeatedly
carried the ball from one end of the field to the lnstitute's thirty-five-yard line, onJy to
b~ held fer downs, after which the ball was again kicked back to the other end of
the field b ythe lnsti:ute's star player, Keady.
The game ended with the ball in the Varsity's possession on the enemy's thirtyfive-yard line. Five minutes more of play would undoubtedly have resulted m a
touchdown fer th: Varsity, as the lnstitute's line was rapidly weakening.
Two practice games were played with the All::uquerque High School early in
the season which resu'ted in scores of 29-0 and 11 -0 with the Varsity at the heavy
end of both.
VARSITY,

O; N. M. M. I., 0.

On November 4th Roswell played the Varsity at Albuquerque. The entire
contest was hard fcught. and clean in every way. Roswell put up a very sportsmanlike exhibition of football, but was unable to make headway against the University's
defense. either in old sty!e line bucks or the new open game. On the d : fensive, they
showed up better, frequently forcing the Varsity lo punt, and breaking u;> several
forward passes. but in general the University was able to make the distance either by
hitting the lir.e, or circling the ends. Gladding. Calkins and Arens were the stars
at i:lowing through the line, occasionally assisted by a tackle-around smash by Har:.ilton, while Lembke, in the last quarter, furnished the spectacular end runs. Ringland and Carlisle at ends outplayed the men opposite them, both in tackling and on
the defensive, and several times succeeded in breaking through and downing the lnsti-

.
I

lute runner behind his own line. The center of the line also showed up well, holding
their much heavier opponents, and breaking holes on the offense.
The only near approach to a touchdown was in the second quarter. when the
Var!ity forced the ball to Roswell's one-yard line, but an unfortunate penalty saved
the game for the Cadets. At no time was the University's goal in danger.
VARSITY,

..

,.

6; N. M. A

c..

10.

On Saturday, November 11th, the University football team met the Agricultural College on the M esilla Park grounds. Cruces kicked off. The ball was returned for a good gain, after which both teams settled down to steady football, with
Cruces' weight and steady charging at U. N. M.'s weak side, giving them the advantage during the first quarter. The second qurater was much like the first, with
Cruces showing up still stronger than in the in first, and finally resulting in the ball
being carried over by a line buck for a touchdown. Score, 5 to 0.
The second half started out bad for the University. Cruces received the
kick off and rapidly bore the ball up to the Varsity's goal, where a tackle buck again
netted the Aggies a tcuchdown. N. M. A C. again failed to kick goal. Score,
10 to 0.
F rem the rapidity with which the Farmers had m1de their last touchdown, it
looked like a walkaway for the Aggies. But the Cherry and Silver had other plan1.
U. N. M . kicked off to the College, held them and forced them to punt. The punt
was brought back fer a gocd g1in a:?d Cladding kicked the ball back to N. M .
A. C.'s thirty-yard line, where it was recovered by the Varsity's ends. A few line
plunges and a fcrward pass to Carlisle rernlted in a touchdown for U. N. M .
Lembke kicked goal. Score, I 0 to 6.
The remainder of the game was easily t'ie Varsity's.
VARSITY, 56; NORMAL UNIVERSITY, 0.

In a game abcunding in spectacular plays by members of the University of
New M exico eleven, and with dogged grit on the part of the Normals, the Varsity
football eleven administered a thorcugh trouncing on Thursday, November 16th,
al Santa F :: to the pigskin handlers of the New Mexico Normal University by a
score of 56 lo 0. Only the fact that a late start necessitated the calling of the game
before the time Emit expired prevented the score from being greater than it was.
VARSITY,

f
j

0;

ARIZONA,

6.

The 191 I football season ended on Thanksgiving with a defeat for the Varsity. For three quarters the cherry and silver held the heavier Arizona team scoreless,
and the game gave promise of ending with a zero to zero score when in the laat few
minutes of play by a series of well-generalled plays Arizona went through the line
for a touchdown. Coal was kicked. With this game went the magnificent Bryan
trophy given by the Tucson Star. Arizona won the first of the series by a score of
ten to six. Varsity the second by a sccre of twenty-three to eleven, and Arizona the
third, six to zero.

BASl{.ETBALL
BASKETBALL TEAM.
Manager ........................................... W. B. Arens
Captain ......................................... Chas. H. Lembke
Coach .......................................... R. F. H utchinson
Forwards .............. George Walker, Fred M. Calkins, Chas. H . Lembke
Center . .................. ......... .................. I. P. L ittrell
G uards ......... Ed Doran, Chas. H. Lembke, Fred M. Calkins, H. A Carlisle
Subs .................... ...... ..... F. M. Spitz. F.; L B. Lackey, G.

BASKETBALL GAMES
VARSITY,

5; A B.

c..

12.

The first men's basketball game of the season was played at the Armory, the
opponents being the team of the A lbuquerque Business College, which retained the
long end of the final score. which was I 2 to 5.
The game was marked by few special features and little if any team play was
worked by either side. The effective work of Calkins and Carlisle for the Varsity
aided in keeping the score down. The Varsity was, however, weak on throwing
field goals, and made what points they succeeded in getting chalked up, from free
throws. The Varsity guards did not show up in the first half while in the second no
points whatever were made by the A. B. C., while the Varsity chalked up two points.
It was noticeable that the intercollegiate rules as used brought out the qualities of
football in quite a remarkable fashion, and the stars of the game on both sides were
either football men or former football men.

1

VARSITY,

'

•

23; A. H.

s..

22.

In a hotly centested game the Varsity basketball five worsted the Albuquerque
High School team by the score of 23 to 22. The game took place in the Armory
on the night of January 19th.
The game began soon after 8: 30, and scoring kept on intermittently with the
Varsity having the shade on their opponents, leaving the score at the close of the first
half 16 to 11 in favor of the Varsity. Clever guarding by the Varsity kept down
the score during this period.
During the second half, the game continued as exciting as the first half had
been, the score see-sawing between Varsity and High School in a thrilling manner.
The result was in doubt every instant, and only the steady work of Doran and
Lembke at guard prevented more baskets and the victory for the High School.
The game was not free from roughness, and was exciting from nearly every
standpoint. As stated, the guarding of the Varsity is still their strong point. However, considerable improvement was noticeable in basket throwing by the Varsity
forwards. Littrell at center also put up a good game. The High School team made
some show, at least, of team wcrk, and this, in the main, accounted for their scores.
VARSITY,

12; N. M. N.

u..

19.

The ba!ketball game played on January 26th at Las Vegas in a fast exhibition
of the sport which resulted in a victory for the Las Vegas Normal team over the University by the score of 19-12. The Normal team, practically unchanged from its
line-up of last year, put up a brilliant series of plays. which, with fine basket throwing, was the undoing of the Varsity.
For the Varsity, Lembke and Walker at forward, Littrell at center, and Carlisle and D oran at guard put up a first-class game, but were outplayed by their opponents, especially in basket throwing.

(

As only three games were played no insignia were awarded in Basketball this
year. The material at hand was as good as the Varsity ever had and reasons for a
lack of greater success can only be left to conjecture. All the men were good players without exception. Doran at guard and Walker at forward could always be
depended upon for steady work, while Lembke played his usual good game. Littrell,
Calkins and Carlisle have been thoroughly tested and not found lacking.

.

...

BASEBALL LINEUP
M anager ......... . ..... . . .. . ...... . .. .. . ....... . . .. Frank M . Spitz
Captain ............... . . .. .. ... . . .. . . . .. . ........ . R. D. Gladding
Coach ......................... .. ...... .. . . . . .... R. F. Hutchinson
Pitch. ................. . .... .. .. . .......... .. .... N . W. Woolridge
Catch.......................... . ................ . . R. D. Gladding
Short............................................ . ... Mat Higgins
First Base........... . ........ . ...................... Guy Hamilton
Second Base.......................................... L B. Lackey
Third Base ... . ................................... Chas. H. Lembke
Center Field...... . .................. . ................. Leo Murphy
Left Field ......................................... Fred M . Calkins
Right Field.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . .... H. j. Hill
S ub ......................... . ..................... . Louis A rmijo

BASEBALL GAMES
VARSITY,

5;

I NDIANS,

7.

The first game of the season was played with the Indians, Friday, April fifth.
The lovers of the great American national sport who turned out to this first game of
the season were not disappointed. The game was not amateurish, but was a classy
exhibition in every way, and it gave the Varsity players opportunity to recognize their
fauls. This was Pinky's first game on the Varsity team and he was promptly called
a wonder by all. He has an exceptionally curvy wing and no small amoun t of steam.
Higgins and Calkins played steady games.

:

VARSITY,

8; ST.

MICHAEL'S,

3.

.•

In one of the most remarkable exhibitions of the game ever seen in Santa Fe by

a lover of the great and renowned American national sport, baseball, the chic team
of the University of New Mexico, on the date of May eleventh, completely demoralized the sand-baggers from that famous institution, St. Michael's Colleg~. The
game was the more remarkable from the delicate way in which the Varsity star team
played along with the strongly Irish aggregation, and then finally in one grand swoop
put them absolutely in the baseball shade.
Skimming briefly from event to event, jumping about a little, touching lightly
each promontory, the main events read something like this:
In the first place we must select the hero of the day. To do that delicate piece
of work is like trying to identify an egg in an omelet for six persons, however, we can
safely inscribe the name of Pinkey on the Bill Board of Boosts.
The greatest excitement came at ten minutes past four, when in the eighth
inning Armijo came to the bat. The score was a tie- three to three. Two men were
on bases and two were dead--out.
Everybody groans. Armijo, substitute, at the bat. The umpire called one
strike. Further groans. The umpire called strike two, and everybody laid on the
ground. The boys had already reached for their mils and had started for the field,
when- smash, and Armijo sent out a clean hit for two bags, and the score stood
three to five. Why, the game had so many frills that it looked as if it had been cut
out by a Parisian dress-maker. Another exciting incident was in the third, when
wooden man number one killed two men on second and third ,at which juncture •
Pinkey, whose name runs through this story, as regularly as telegraph poles along the
Santa Fe, picked up his bat and brought in a three-bagger. But wooden man number two killed him dead, and Pinkey didn't have far to walk to the box, for which
he extended thanks to No. 2. In the early fourth, when the Michaels were at bat,
Pinkey let the Latins take no exercise, and then Higgins' "regular work" began in
the form of a run, which tied the score and gave our boys a strong hyperdermic of
hope. When the wind-up came, the score was 8 to 3, so everyone is forgiven and
the Michaels team is lauded as a bunch of fine sports and good players.
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TENNIS C L UB

:
P resident ........................................... Guy Hamilton
Vice-President ................ . ......... .. .............. Earl Olds
Secretary-Treasurer ..................... . .............. W. B. Arens
Chairman Executive Comm:ttee ...... . ... . ............. Dr. M. F. Angell
Executive Ccmmittee . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . .. . .............. Clyde Kelly
Executive Committee . . . . . . . . . . .......... . ............. W. B. Arens

MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING
Guy Hamilton
H. H. Conwell
E. Stanley Seder
Clyde Kelly
M. F. Angell
J. C. Nichols
Helen James
Agnes Childers
Earl Olds
F. M. Spitz
Cecil D avis
L. B. Stephan

f

£. McQueen Gray

J.

G. Pease

R. F. Hutchinson
Elizabeth Stem
Mary Bright
Evelyn Everitt
Leslie Harkness
B. H . Hunter
Adele Howell
L. B. Lackey
G. R. Roberts
Matilda Allen

TRACI<.
VARSITY,

44;

~IEE'I~

INDIANS,

45 Yz .

The annual track meet for the championship of the City of Albuquerque was
held Saturday, May fourth, at Traction Park, being participated in by the University, the Albuquerque High School, the Menaul School, and the United States Indian
School. The University team, while they did not win the championship, nevertheless did wonderful work, considering the time they had for training and the small
number of contestants entered. There were in all fourteen different events, and for
these the University had only ten contestants to enter, thus putting too much work on
each man for him to do himself full justice. The two Varsity stars were Higgins
<md Wooldridge.
The following were the officials of the day: Referee, Julius Staab; Judges at
finish, Messrs. Chadbourne, Matson, Stamm; Field judg ~s. Messrs. Cladding, Jamison, Raymond Stamm; Starter, F. V. Lanham; Clerk of course, Kirk Bryan;
Scorer, Crover Devine.
The winners and their records were as follows:
110-Yard Dash.- First, Higgins (U. N. M.); Second, Wooldridge (U. N.
M.); Third, McCanna (High School). Time- JO 4-5.
Running High Jump.- First, Farrell (High School); Second, Diarote {Indian School); Third, T sosy (Indian School). Distance-5. I 1-5 feet.
Half-Mile Run.- First, Armijo (U. N. M. ) ; Second. Rodrigu:z (Menaul);
Third, Louis (Indian School). Time-2 :23.
Running Broad Jump.- First, Higgins (U. N. M.); Second, Shipley {Indian School); Third, Camp (High School). Distance- I 7.10.
120-Yard High Hurdle.- First, Diarote (Indian School) ; Second, T. Vigil
(Menaul); Third, Murphy (U. N. M.). Time-20.
Pole Vault.- First, Shipley (Indian School); Second, Farrell (High School);
Third, 0. Chavez (Menaul School). Distance-9.5.
220-Yard Dash.-First, Wooldridge (U. N. M.); Second, Higgins (U. N.
M.); Third,). McCanna (High School). Time-23 Y4.
Putting 12-Pcund Shot.-First, Hola Tso ( Indian School); Second, F.
Gomez (Menaul); Third, Menaul (U. N. M.). Distance- .39.10.
One Mile Run.- First, Ogu Zgu Zhun {Indian School) ; Second, A Gonzales (Menaul); Third, Hunter (U. N. M.). Time 5: 19 4-5.
.
220-Yard Low Hurdle.-First, Hardy (Indian School); Second, Boldt (U.
N. M.); Third, Diarote (Indian School). Time 29 3-5.
440-Yard Dash.- First, Gladding (U. N. M.); Second, Tsosy (Indian
School); Third, Harkness (U. N. M.). Tim: -58 4-5.
12-Pound Hammer Throw. - First, P. Romero (Menaul); Second, M.
Zaxueta (Menaul); Third, Pease (U. N. M.). Distance- 110.5.
Two Mile Run.-First, R. Aregon (Menaul); Second, Ogu Zhun (Indian
School); Third, Armijo (U. N. M.). Time- I I :58Y4.
One Mile Relay.-First, University; Second, Indian School; Third, High
School. Time-4 :00 3-5.
The time for the relay, the I 00-yard dash, the 220-yard dash and the distance
for the hammer throw were the best records made.
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President ......................................... E. Stanley Seder
Vice-President .................................. .... W. J. Higgins
Secretary-Treasurer . .......... .. ................... . W. Coburn Cook
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ROSTER

R. D. Gladding
Egmont Arens
W. J. Higgins
F. M. Spitz
E. Stanley Seder

Charles Lembke
]. M. Shimer
Eldred Anspach
Frederick Calkins
W. Coburn Cook

Organized April seventh, 191 0.

U. N. M.-N. M. A C.
DEBATE

Question :-Resolved, that the women of the United States be given the suffrage.

•

CONTESTANTS

N. M. AC.

U.N.M.
Negative
]. C. Nichols
W. ]. Higgins
E. S. Seder

Affirmative
Olaf Windsor
Clarence Thomas
Dudley Ewing
PRESIDENT OF THE EVEN ING

Honorable Isaac Barth, of Albuquerque.

(

JUDGES

Francis E . Wood

M. E. Hickey
A. B. Stroup
DECISION

Two to one in favor of the Affirmative.

THE DEBATE
With consideration for the fact, that the decision in the Debate of March 4th
was unafavorable to us, we can yet congratulate ourselves upon the sh:>wing made by
our representatives on the platform during the current year.
Comparatively inexperienced, our team showed a mastery of their subject possible only after an exhaustive and conscientious study. Pressing their opponents to a
demonstration of their utmost ability., victory seemed certain and defeat was honorable
to themselves and to the institution. The prejudice acquired by the support of an
unpopular side of the question in debate could not be overcome.
Mr. Windsor, opening for the affirmative, analyzed the question with great
clearness. Outlining the argument to be advanced affirmatively, his easy delivery and
convincing tone warmed the audience to an interested reception of the discussion.
Mr. Nichols began for the Varsity. His delivery was good, his argument concise and well founded, yet it was already apparent that while it appreciated the merit
of his efforts, the audience was out of sympathy with the principles advanced. He
appealed eloquently against an influence that must inevitably tend toward the wrecking
of an institution fundamental to our society- the home. Nevertheless his words fell
upon deaf ears.
Mr. Thomas, continuing for Las Cruces, asserted that social conditions in the
few years past, had so changed affairs that suffrage to women had become imperative.
His manner was pleasing and persuasive, while his argument struck a popular chord.
Mr. Higgins, for the negative, showed with fine conclusiveness that, in the majority of cases, suffrage for women would be merely a duplication of the present
ballot. Therefore, it is unnecessary, with a great tendency toward harm.
In closing the affirmative, Mr. Ewing summed up their entire list of points,
reenforcing weak points excellently, and adding materially to the favorable impression already made by the clever work of his team-mates.
The last representative of the Varsity was Mr. Seder, who proved to be perhaps the strongest speaker of the evening. His grasp of the subject was proved by
the clearness with which he argued the fact of the natural unfitness of woman for
performing the duties imposed by the ballot.
Without doubt the factor going furthest to determine the judges in a two to on•
decision for the affirmative, lay in the clever and determined manner with which the
College team handled their work in rebuttal. Quick to seize any advantage presented, they passed with rapid decision from point to point, leaving no stone in their
favor unturned.
The University men, however, met them with counter attack at every turn. disputing every inch of the ground.
The close of the contest found opinion as to the result greatly divided. Upon
the decision being announced, the Varsity, in view of the gallant showing made by
their opponents, were glad to yield them a hardwon victory.
A particularly pleasing incident of the program took place when some excellent
selections were rendered by the Girls' Choral Club of the University.

.•

ANNUAL NEW MEXICO STATE ORATORICAL CONTEST
November I 8th, 19 I I.

.

•

Santa Fe

Particularly gartifying to all supporters of the U. N. M . was the brilliant victory of our representative, W . Coburn Cook, in the State Oratorical Contest at
Santa Fe.
With consideration for the excellent showing made by all competition a glance
at the Judge's record, is sufficient warrant for us to indulge in any amount of mutual
congratulations on the result, and for good, honest pride in our representative.
PROGRAM
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Music ............. ............. .......... .... Raton Glee Club
Transformation of G enius Into Efficiency ..... New Mexico Military Institute
An Objective Standard of Social Control ......... University of New Mexico
New Occasions Teach New Duties ......... New Mexico Normal University
The Mission of the U.S. in the P eace Cause .... N. M . Col. of A. and M . A.
I . Miguel A. Otero, 2. Coburn Cook, 3. Aurora Lucero, 4. Clarence Thomas.
6. Music-Violin Solo ................................. Miss Ashton
7. R eading from Mary Cary ........................... Miss May Ross
8. Decision of Judges.
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Wqt iramatir Qtlub
The Dramatic Club was organized abcut six years ago and from the very beginning proved to be one of the most successful organizations of the University. With
capable officers at its head and with the assistance of able dramatic directors the
Club has made rapid progress, and some very excellent talent has been developed.
The C lub this year has continued the good work and has made a name for
itself and a record that the whole University is prcud of. Although somewhat handicapped by not having a regular dramatic director the Club nevertheless staged the best
play that has ever been produced by Varsity talent. This is, indeed, a record to be
proud of and one which the Dramatic Club in succeeding years will have to work
hard to beat."
"BROWN OF HARVARD"
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Tom Brown ....................................... R. D . G ladding
Gerald Thorne (Stroke oar of the Varsity eight) ................ W. B. Arens
Wilfred Kenyon {Who is not his own m1ster) .................... H. J. H ill
C laxton M adden ..................................... C. H. Lembke
John Cartwright ..................................... J. C. Steenburg
"Tubby" Anderson ...................................... Jay Allen
" H appy" Thurston ...... : ............................ George Walker
Walter Barnard ..................................... J . G. Hamilton
Warren Pierce ...................................... L. H . Mudgett
Thompson Coyne ..... ................... ................ Earl Olds
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(Students with properly developed college spirit.)
" Bud" Hall (Varsity coach) .................... .. .... R. F. Hutchinson
Victor Calton (Who wants the English Crew to defeat his Alma Mater) ....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. W . Andrews
Cod rington (Manager of the English crew) ................... W. J . Probert
Ellis (Manager o fthe Varsity crew) ......................... I. P. Littrell
Captain H odge ................................. Willard Chamberlain
George Selwyn ................... · ... · . · ....... ....... C. B. Strome
Jas. Van Renselaer ............................... - . - . Chamberlain
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(Members of the Varsity crew.)
Arthur Blake ......................................... Ira V. Boldt
Mike Latchow ...................................... - . - . Lackey
Mike O'Hara ....................................... F. W. Calkins
Mrs. Kenyon ........................................ Adele Howell
Evelyn Kenyon .............................. .... .... Charlotte Pratt
Marian Thorne .................................... Charlotte Lembke
Edith Sinclair ...................................... Drusilla Crisman
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"Brown of Harvard" was without any doubt the best play ever staged by the
University Dramatic Club, and for that matter the best ever produced by home talent
in this city. A college play by college students, it was presented with an ease and
naturalness that was a surprise to the audience.
The cast was especially well chosen and each m~mber of it seemed particularly
adapted to his or her own role.
R. D. Gladding in the title role of "Tcm Brown," was at his best and broke
his own record as a successful amateur actor.
Miss Charlotte Pratt as "Evelyn Kenyon," "Tom's" sweetheart, played her
part with a grace and naturalness that completely won the audience.
W. B. Arens, otherwise "Gerald Thorne, Varsity Stroke Oar," was splendid
in his difficult role of a poor mountain boy working his way through college.
Jay Allen as "Tubby," was one of the cleverest members of the cast and kept
the "house" in a continual uproar.
Harold Hill, in his difficult role of "Wilfred Kenyon, who is not his own
master," ~howed a surprising talent for acting, as did Charles Andrews in the part
of the villian.
.
But what is the use of trying to tell of all the "good" parts when they are just
as many as the members of the cast and it is quite impossible to say which is the best.
Great credit for the success of "Brown of Harvard" is due Mr. F. V. Lanham,
who directed the play and gave the actors the benefit of his theatrical experience
and knowledge.
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FIRST FORMAL SOCIAL AFFAIR DR. GRAY'S RECEPTION

15 September, 1911
President Edward McQueen Gray entertained at a reception to new students
F riday evening, September fifteen. The attendance was the largest ever known at a
University of New Mexico social event and the reception one of the most brilliant
social events. Among those present were Mayor]. W. Elder, Colonel W. S. Hopewell, Dr. J. T. Pierce, Miss Grace Osborne, of the government school at Isleta; Mr.
and M rs. J. 0. Imhoff, and Professor F. X. Arens .
At about eight-thirty the guests began to arrive and big "Jumbo", th:! spacious
bus frequently used at University functions, made three trips from Matson's before
all those attending were conveyed to R odey Hall. There were, as usual, numbers
who used other means to attend and the line of automobiles, carriages and cabs that
were to be seen on the campus on this occasion gave to the reception a tone social
brilliance which became more manifest as the evening progressed.
The entertainment was varied, being divided into two programs, the first of
music and the second of dancing more especially for the younger people present.
The entertainment was interrupted at the junction of the two programs by the serving
of refreshments of cream and cakes and punch.
The rendition of the musical portion of the c:vening's program was most successful, each participant receiving the heartiest of applauses and encores. The first
number was a selection by the University pianist and assistant in music, E. S. Seder,
who played the Valse in E by Moskowski. The second number was a soprano solo
in Italian by M iss Howell of the University. She sang in an extremely pleasing manner an aria from Martha. Mr. C. ]. Andrews then sang "Dear Heart" by Mattei
and as an encore, "For You" by Cadman. The last and most interesting of tht
numbers was rendered by an artist of national reputation, Signor Cicotti, who very
kindly agreed to appear before the University 9eople and their friends. In spite of
the known effects of this altitude upon the voice, Signor Cicotti sang in a clear and
powerful manner.
There were no addresses except tor a few words by the president calling attention to the fact of the more mature class of students in attendance upon the University. Dr. G ray extended a hearty welcome to the new students, to the old students,
the F acuity and friends of the institution.
S IGMA TAU REUNION
The Sigma Tau fraternity house was the scene of a jolly reunion of fraternity
brothers both in college and alumni on Monday night September eleventh. A cheerful number of pledgees were also present. The house was lighted on all sides, and
the enjoyment of the evening grew greater as the evening grew later. Some time was
spent in recounting tales of the summer vacation; music, of all sorts, for which the
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fraternity is known, was enjoyed to the full. Cards and smokes were for those who
wished those amusements. The spirit of jolly good-fellowship was in the air that
night, and cheers for Sigma Tau mingl~d with cheers for the University of New
Mexico. The town guests left at a late hour.
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TRI-ALPHAS ENTERTAINED AT DINNER
The members of the Tri-Alpha fraternity were guests at Friday noon, September fifteen, at a dinner tendered them by Mr. Hening. The dinner itself as also the
decorations and appointments, was of the best and the host's hospitality was highly
appreciated by the fraternity brothers. The affair was in honor of several fraternity
members who in former years stood high in University affairs, and have since done
work which has been most creditable, both to their fraternity and to the University.
These were John R. Mcfie, Jr., of Santa Fe, who spent his last years as a freshman
at the University of Michigan; Gillette Cornish whose football record has made him
a star at Yale druing his freshman and sophomore years, and Lawrence F. Lee who
is making a reputation by his work in the Yale law school. The dinner came very
appropriately just prior to the departure of Cornish and Lee for Yale, and proved
the occasion of much enjoyable enthusiasm and fraternal spirit.
MRS. F. X. ARENS ENTERTAINED BY S IGMA TAUS

(

An informal reception was given by the Sigma Tau fraternity on Tuesday
evening, October ten, shortly before her departure to Oregon. Mrs. Arens had
spent the summer in Albuquerque and as the guest of her sons, Egmont H. and
Winifred B. Arens, both students of the University, had become well acquainted
with University affairs during her stay here. R. W. Arens, who completes the filial
trio, left a large number of friends at the University when he left a year ago to take
up fruit farming in O regon. All three are members of the Sigma Tau fraternity and
the fraternity entered heartily into the spirit of good cheer no Tuesday evening in
honor of Mrs. Arens.
The Sigma Tau house finely decorated was the place of reception for a large
number of guests who spent a pleaasnt evening in games, conversation, and musical
entertainment. Dainty refreshments capped the climax of the evening, and the guests
bade farewell to the honoree in a manner which showed that the regret at parting
was mixed to a large extent with the pleasure which the evening afforded.
Among those present were: Mesdames Arens, Louden and Campbell; Misses
Harrison, Brown, Smith, Hall, Nuckles, Egyptiades, James, Walker, Louden,
Campbell, Rolph. Allen, Lawrence; Messrs. Walker, Campbell, O'Rielly, W. B.
Arens, Carlyle, W. J. Higgins, M. Higgins, Louden, Lane, Sewell, Shimer, Weber,
and Cook.

HALLOWE'EN PARTY TO PHI MUS BY SIGMA TAUS
Among Lhe social celebrants who "shuffled off" the irksome coil of duty and
abandoned themselves wholly to the exciting pleasures of Hallowe'en insurgency
were the Sigma Taus and their guests, the girls of the Phi Mu.
Half a hundred merry students assembled Tuesday evening in the rooms of the
"frat" home which was never gayer in decorations or gayer in frolicsome spirits than
on this occasion when pent up fun-love (made feverish by overstudy) found full vent.
The atmosphere reeked with the warmth of cordiality and social fellowship attending
all the functions of these hospitable gallants.
The melodies of piano and stringed instruments, victrola and chorus singing
"sprinkled the air with tuneful sounds," during the all too transeint evening. The
principal divertisement, however, was the inimitably clever performance of the "Nat
Reis Carnival Company." Nat Reis himself could not begin lo put on the fun-provoking show, produced by Manager Egmont Arens and his trcupe of trained entertainers. This super-gifted joy wiz.ard conducted the visitors through all the d epartments devoted to the exhibition of curiosities, erratic performances of freak and nerveracking ordeal of "the third degree." In another, the "ship of fate" was seen
manned by maritime experts of the Sigma Tau species. Dave Lane made an ideal
"fat woman". George Walker, Bob Arens, Junior O'Rielly, and Fred Calkins
made splendid "nature freaks". Weaver in charge of the "fatal wedding," featured
by audible grief, cast a temporary gloom over the audience. Plans were made by a
group of superstitious maids to steal out to the city reservoir and peer into the watery
mirror to see the reflection of future mates in the water. This plan was abandoned,
however. when matrimonially inclined Sigma Taus meant to follow and "peek over
their shoulders."
After the enjoyment of a delectable repast prepared and served by Sigma Tau
chefs, the company dispersed in pairs soon after "the witching hour" when Hollowe'en gobbins retreated to their dark grave prisms for another year.
TRI - ALPHA BALL
The annual dance given by the Tri-Alpha fraternity took place Friday night,
December eight, at the Elks' ball room and proved to be a social event of the greatest
importance and success, the Tri-Alphas sustaining well their reputation along social
lines. Besides the members, active and pledged, of the fraternity a large number of
guests were entertained who were not backward in expressing their gratification at
the pleasure of the evening.
The ball room was lavishly decorated with the University colors of cherry and
silver, as well as with the Tri-Alpha red and black. Pennants of all sorts added to
the attractiveness of the setting and the hall presented a festive appearance seldom
excelled. Dancing was begun at nine, and continued until midnight. During intermissions delicious punch was served as refreshment to the guests. The entertainment
of the evening was most enjoyable and left nothing to be desired by those who had
the opportunity of attending.
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MICHIGAN SINGERS ARE ENTERTAINED

:

One of the important social events of the Christmas holidays was the entertainment and smoker tendered the Musical Clubs of Michigan University upon the occasion of their visit here. The Wolverines arrived in Albuquerque about ten o'clock on
the night of December twenty-second, and were immediately taken in charge by the
Sigma Tau fraternity who acted as hosts upon the occasion, and who escorted them to
the rooms of the Commercial C lub.
At this place the various men of both Universities began the "getting together"
process and informal conversation, smokes, games and music furnished by the Michigan pianist and E. S. Seder of this University passed the time away.
Near midnight the tables were spread wilh a first class lunch, consisting of sandwitches and coffee which, needless to say, were in great demand.
The Michigan boys favored their hosts with several selections from their repertoire, which were greatly enjoyed. They, on the other hand were unanimous in expressing their pleasure at coming to a town where some live "college spirit" existed.
PHI MU TEA

r

Friday afternoon, January nineteenth, the girls of Phi Mu sorority gave an informal tea in the sorority room at Hokona, their guests of honor being the patronesses
of the organization: Miss E. A Hickey, Mrs. E. M. Gray, Mrs. Neill B. Field,
Mrs. G. L Brooks. Mrs. W. B. Childers, Mrs. Huning, Mrs. H. B. Fergusson,
and Mrs. Sherman. Mrs. Campbell was also a guest of the sorority.
From three to live tea was served while conversation passed the lime all too
quickly. The rooms were decorated with the Phi Mu Rower, the pink carnation, and
with a large number of pillows and pennants.
THESPIANS ARE ENTERTAINED AFTER PLAY

(

The Sigma Tau exponents of histrionic art were royally entertained at the home
of Mr. J. H. O'Rielly after the performance of their "Fraternal Follies" on Friday
evening, February second. This entertainment was in the form of a dinner, a delicious repast having been provided for the delectation of the guests. The tables were
decorated with the Sigma Tau flower, the daffodil, and the room hung in Sigma Tau
colors, ydlow and black. After dinner was served the remainder of the evening wa.~
spent in dancing.
Those present were: Misses Mary Bright, Evelyn Everitt, Eleanor Vaughey,
Edith Sherman. Pauline Sewell, Inez Rolph, Dora Campbell, H elen James, Hild.t
Grunsfeld, Pearl Tompkins, Edith Walker, Mrs. Don Sterling, Miss Bowles, Miss
Woodford; Messrs. Rob Arens, Charles Weber, Bob Sewell. Fred Calkins, Clyde
Kelly. Junior O'Rielly, Edmond Ross, Coburn Cook, Rif Parker. Don Sterling,
David Lane, Hugh Carlisle, George Walker, Gumbiner and Landolfi.

PHI MUS HOSTS AT ANNUAL RECEPTION
Rodey Hall, decorated in pink and white. was the scene of the annual festivity
of Xi chapter of Phi Mu on February sixteenth when the sorority entertained a hundred or more guests.
Mrs. H. B. Fergusson, one of the patronesses, was in th'e receiving line with the
members of Phi Mu each doing her part to make the guests welcome.
The bus, well known to Varsity circles, brought its load at nine o'clock and the
dancing began at once. About forty couples were present until after midnight.
Twenty-two dances made up the program, the music for which was furnished by the
Cavananugh-F uhrmeyer orchestra.
The stage at the end of the hall was cozily furnished with each chairs and
couches for the benefit of the chaperones and guests of honor. Refreshment of punc!~
was served during the dance.
It was considerably after midnight before the last dance was over and the guests
took their departure.

~
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MIDNIGHT SPREAD AT HOKONA
It was rumored that a jolly crowd of young ladies with the permission of the
preceptress. Mrs. Campbell, ushered cut St. Valentine's D ay in a pleasant and befitting manner when they gathered at midnight, February four\eenth, in one of the
Hokona rooms for a toothsome spread.
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MRS. GRAY ENTERTAINS AT ALVARADO
Friday evening, February twenty-third, Mrs. McQueen Gray entertained a
select number of friends at dinner at the Alvarado Hotel for the purpose of meeting
Reverend Cephas C. Bateman, Chaplain of the Army General Hospital at Fort
Bayard, also Miss Helena Egyptiades, director of the department of music at the
University, and Charles ]. Andrews who was directing the work of the U. N. M.
Entertainers.
. A delightful time was had by all present, .the dinner terminating in a toast to the
fu ture of the Sunshine State, drunk as Dr. Gray expressed it "with a cup which may
net cheer. but will surely not inebriate". The party then proceeded to the Presbyterian Church to hear the lecture delivered by Chaplain Bateman.

)
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Considerably more than 6fty people were present at the annual Washington
Banquet held in the dining hall of the University on Thursday evening, F cbruary
twenty-second. The bus brought the down-town cclcbratcrs up at about 8 :30 and
all proceeded to the dining hall which was appropriately decorated for the occMion.
Different tables were assigned to the various college and preparatory classes which
were all represented.
Of those who spoke upon this occasion, Dr. Cray delivered the first toast. His
subject was the hero of the day, George Washington. Dr. Cray called attention to
the sterling manhood and unselfishness of our national hero, declaring that all the
civilized world recognized Washington as the world's greatest hero and that, lilcc
Shakespeare, he belongs not to his own country, but to all the world.
Following Dr. Cray, Jay Allen, spokesman for the Preps., delivered his toast,
calling attention to the enthusiastic representation made by his class and expressing
the hope that they would all be there to celebrate again when their positions had been
changed frcm "Preps" to Seniors. ). C. Nichols of the Freshman compared Washington to the University of New Mexico, saying that Washington was not satisfied to
identify himself with a country already settled and grown; he wanted to be one of the
makers of a young and vigorous nation, and that is the way we should feel towards
the Univer!ily of New Mexico, he said, and strive to malce it great and not leave it to
affiliate ourselves with one of the larger Universities. W. ). Higgins for the Sophc>mores, called attention to the well-known Sophomore wisdom, declaring nothing on
earth was hidden from the college Sophomore before whom even George Washington,
with all his talents and practical wisdom, was as nothing. Miss E't'Critt for the
Juniors spoke in a manner similar to that of Mr. Nichols urging all students to boost
for U. N. M. R. D. Cladding extolled the virturc and wisdom of the Senior class
of the present year, declaring it the finest ever turned out from U. N. M . and also
urged all students to try to emulate them and thus strive for the glory of the
Varsity. Then Dr. Silber, representing the Faculty, delivered a talk on George
Washington·, in which he toolc occasion to qualify one of D r. Gray's remarks about
Washington being first in the hearts of all his countrymen, declaring there was one
exception, "for my friends, Washington married a widow".
The banquet being over, the celebrators rcparcd to Rodcy Hall where dancing
held sway until a late or rather an early hour.

SIGMA TAU'S ANNUAL SPRING DANCE
Seventy-five guests honored by the Sigma Tau's invitation to the annual spring
dance of the fraternity gathered at the Masonic Hall on Friday evening, April
twentieth. They remained until early morning by the town clock enjoying the hospitality generously e.xtended. The hosts proper were the regular members of the Sigma
Tau, twelve in number, together with three alumni from the city. The six pledged
were the assistants of the regular "frati" both in arranging for the dance and in
rece1vmg.
The decorations of the ball rcom were most artistic in arrangement of fraternity
colors, black and gold. The alcove for the musicians was banked with palms. Programs in black with gold lettering completed the color scheme.
Dancing was the chief entertainment. The program of dances was of new
music ordered for the occasion and played by Cavanaugh's orchestra. Nor was there
any objection on the part of the well-entertained guests as to length of program which
included twenty-eight numbers with extras and extra extras.
The favorite punch was served between dances throughout the evening, while at
ten the doors of the supper rocm adjoining the ball room were opened and all were
invited to delicious ice cream and cake.
The list of guests present included the names of the University F acuity, the
women of Phi Mu and the men of Alpha Alpha Alpha with these from the city:
Dr. and Mrs. Alger, Dr. and Mrs. Colbert, Dr. and Mrs. de la Vergne; Mr. and
Mrs. Rosenwald. and Mr. and Mrs. Walton.
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&nan-llalJ-IDaqsi
On the still night air that made glad all desert beings there rose a voice, a man's
voice, lo wand insistent.
"Oh, Mighty Spirit, Father of the Gods, trouble has come among the Red Men
and they fear that you have forgotten them. I, Soan-wah-tahsi, son of the desert,
know that you do not intend to destroy the tribe of the Papagos, but my people are
beginning to listen to the white priest who has come among us. He says that our
Indian Gods cannot save us from the anger of the mountain. For moons your
children have heard the voice of the Thunder God in the mountain and have seen
him throw his fire from the depths of the Under World. The Indians thought that
the Gods were angered and each day they planted a prayer stick in the sand of the
desert, away to the eastward, where the homes of the God of the Sky and the Spirit
of the Under World meet. Yet the Gods were not appeased. The Indians gathered and blessed the Brother Lizard, sending him over the white sand to the distant
blue of the mountains with a message for forgiveness. It is now in the moon of the
desert blooms and the prayers are still unanswered. Great fear is upon my people
and they begin to listen to the White Man who tells of his strange God whom he says
answers every prayer of those who believe. He has planted two sticks near the
sound of the thunder and the sticks point to the north and the south and the sky and
the Under-World. And he has asked the Red Men, your children, Oh, Mighty
Spirit, to join him in prayer asking that the fire and the sound be stopped. I, Soanwah-tahsi, will not listen to the White Man and his hostile God. I have talked to
my people, but they listen no more to their chief. Fear has changed them and when
I am not with them, they talk of begging the hostile God for help. Great Spirit,
turn from your anger, stop the sound of the thunder in the mountains, and save my
people, your children, from the White Priest. I, Soan-wah-tahsi, son of the desert,
ask it of you, Oh, Mighty Spirit, Father of all Gods."
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The solitary figure, standing on the summit of the hill, clearly outlined against
the reddened sky. thus beseeched his gods for aid. His arms were crossed upon his
breast. His blanket, half falling from his shoulder, touched the ground. His crimson head-band caught the rays of the sun and cast a glow upon his upturned face.
Below him lay the Indian huts, surrounded by green fields. Beyond stretched the
white sands of the desert till they touched the distant mountains.
Many. many times the desert mists, stealing over the hills even before the sun
had left the western sky, had found Soan-wah-tahsi standing there alone, looking far
away. And they had heard his prayers to his gods, while below, his people talked
of the powers of the new God. When he felt that they were yielding to the White
Man he had spoken to them kindly. talking with them gently. but they had answered:

Oh, Soan-wah-tahsi, mighty chief and ruler of the rtibe, the ancient gods havt.
forsaken us. We cannot live without a god. We must take a new one. If the
White man's God will answer our prayers then will it not be wise for the Red Men
to take Him for their God? We have felt before, Soan-wah-tahsi, that the gods
were losing their love for us. their children. In the moon of the planting we asked
for rain. but the rain did net come. Then we held the rain dance and we sent the
Brother Snake toward the home of the four winds. bearing our messages asking for
rain. Not till many, many days after did the rain come over the mountains and
across the desert to the fields of the Papagos. Even then the Gods were beginning to
fail us. Now they love us no more. We must seek a new God for the Red Men."
Then the Indian chief had become angry and his words were many and bitter.
His people had listened and had answered him: "You say the Gods are only
angry; soon they will be appeased and will save us. Too long have we thought that.
Each day the voice of the thunder grows stronger; each day the fire in the mountain
grows hotter. Ask again, Oh, Soan-wah-tahsi ,ask again. If this itme the prayer
is answered we will be happy for we like not the thought of forsaking our father's
Gods. Ask again. Oh. Soan-wah-tahsi ,and we will wait till you have asked them."
And he had asked, but the sound and the fire had not been stopped. Then
they asked him to come with them to the White Man, but he had become angry and
had left them. seeking his Gods upon the mountain.
When the evening light had come, Soan-wah-tahsi looked down upon his lands.
Raising his arm he pointed to a long line slowly winding through the mountains to
the cross, and cried out, "Even now, Oh, Mighty Spirit, even now, your children go
to the White Man's prayer stick. Esa, Esa, Oh, my people."
Long he stood watching them; then with a groan of pain and anger he slowly
gathered his blanket about him and descended. On the still air came the voice of
the Father slowly chanting,
"Ora pro nobis peccatosibus
N unc et en hora mos tis nos tree."
For many evenings the Indians prayed to the new God and each evening Soanwah-tahsi went far off on the desert. He would not listen to the Priest, saying
strange words to a strange and unknown God. One day the voice in the mountain
was heard no more and the fire from the Under-World ceased to flow. The time
came when the Indians went no more to the cross in the evenings and Soan-wah-tahsi
came no more among them. They loved their chief and they missed him. When
the moon of the ccrn came and Soan-wah-tahsi did not return they ceased to look for
him, thinking him among the Spirits of the Under-World.
Two years had passed when the Indian, Soan-wah-tahsi, returned to the Land
of No Twilight. He came from over the mountains and walked toward the Indian
fields. Looking up he saw a young woman standing high above him in a niche in

the mountain, in that mountain from which the voice of the thunder had come. The
moonlight fell full upon her and Soan-wah-tahsi drew back in astonishment. She
did not move; so he drew near. Her eyes seemed fixed upon him. He stood still,
awed at her wondrous beauty. Twice he closed his eyes and opened them. She
still stood before him as wondrously beautiful as before. Long he gazed upon her,
then turned and took the rocad leading to the Indian huts. When he came to a
bend in the road he stopped, turned and retraced his steps. Again he stood before
the White Maiden.

"I. Soan-wah-tahsi, cannot go to my people tonight," he said. "Tonight I
must watch by the mountain and see where the Daughter of the M oon goes when the
morning light comes. T omcrrow I shall go among my pee pie and tell them of my
journey among the distant tribes of the Red Men. I sha!I tell them how some of
their brothers have not listened to the White Man, how some have cast him from
among them and how scme have taken the White Man's God and have found that
he is no God for the Indian. The children of the Great Spirit do not want a God
who died for them, but one who lives fer them. They want a God who is ne1u to
them, not far-away and cold, a God who speaks to them from the yellow corn silk
and the peach bloom and the hills and the sand. Tomorrow, I shall go among my
people and I shall tell them all this and they shall be yc-urs again, Oh, Mighty Spirit.
But tonight I shall watch by the mountain."
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All night long he sat there, never m:iving, never taking his eyes from the white
figure before him. ~hen the early dawn began to come, the Indian rose and said:
"I will not go to my people today. I \\ill wait till tcmorrow. To:iight, Beautiful
Daughter of the Moon, I shall come again to the mountain to see if you are here.
Now I go, for I am not ready and the Priest and the Red Men must not see Soanwah-tahsi till he is ready to speak to them."
That night he came again and the next nig\t and many nights after that. Great
fear came over him. Scmething seemed to be going from him. He was afraid to
talk to his people. Each night he wou'd say, "Tomorrow, tomorrow, I shall go,"
but when the tcmorrcw would come, he wculd put it off, saying, "Soan-wah-tahsi, the
son of the desert it not ready yet." Each night the White M aiden was more beautiful lo him and each morning it was harder for him to It-ave. He spent all day thinking of her and all night gazing upon her. When he looked at her a change came over
him. Time passed and he ceased to think of going to his people with the story of the
other nations. One night as he kept his watch by the mountain the White Maiden
seemed to speak to him.
"Soan-wah-tahsi, I. whom you call the White Maiden, Daughter of the Moon.
am Mary. the Mother of Christ, who died to save the world. You love me, Soanwah-tahsi. Through me love the Father and the Son. I am the Virgin Mary."
For many days he pondered upon what she had said. He hesitated; he dared

not believe. The moon of the desert blooms came again and the Indians began their
prayers at the cross. giving thanks for the cessation of the volcano. From his place of
retreat he heard the far-away chant of the priests and came out and stood upon the
mountain. Again he watched the long line go to the cross and kneel about it.
"Ora pro nobis peccatosibus
N unc ie en hora m06tis nostn1e,"
chanted the priests.
Slowly he gathered his blanket about him and descended, saying,
"I. Soao-wah-tahsi, son of the desert, go to join my people at the White
Man's Shrine."
"Ora pro nobis," whispered the desert winds.

· - Cherange Roberts, '15.
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J\ Qta11t of Qhrt Jlt ®ut
(John, a young husband, is seated at the library table looking rather s:ormily
at a bill which he holds in his band. There is a rustle of silk in the doorway, and
he looks U? to see his wife standing there. She wears a dainty new evening gown
and is smiling expectantly. She asks a question. J ohn answers.)
"How do I like your new dress? Why, capital. (He looks at the bill and
his expression changes.) O h no, I'm not frowning. I'm just-thinking. Oh, yes,
yes-why, of course I like it. But how much did ycu p1y for it? .... What I ....
Fifty dollars! My heavens, Mary! .... Cheap, ycu say! Fifty dollars for that
little bit of fu ssy nothingness! .. . . Why, there's nothing to it. There's not even a
symptom of a sleeve, and as for a collar - There's not enough material there to
put in a cigar box. What! You have to pay for the style -for the cut of it?
W ell, it seems to be all cut.
"Well, cut or not cut, Mary, I simply can't afford to pay another bill like t!1is.
It's prepcstercus. New-now, don't feel vexed, Mary .... Don't-don't cry,
please. I wculdn't hurt you for the world. I'm just telling you plain facts. l
really can't afford it.
"You say M adame La Dreau is going to b:gin another for you tomorrow? A morning dress? .... Can't ycu m1ke it yourself? I'm sure you could,
dear. You know you always did do beautiful- stitching- tapestry- wh1t-you-callit ?- Embroidery, then. That's different? Easier? I don't see why. I'm ~ ure it
would be just as difficult fer me. But, i'm sure you mad e a dress once-you told
me you did before we were married. Surely, you could do it ag1in. Well, then, if
you can't, I can. Where's the stuff? Tell Madame La Dreau tog:> to. I'll help
you make the dress."
(John looks very determined and heroic. Mary goes from the room and returns in a few moments with some blue material under her arm. She g:ves J ohn a
square, yellow envelope.)
"What's this? The pattern?-The pattern-Oh yes, w rely, the pattern. It
is necessary, I suppose. Oh- that's the picture of the dress you want, is it? All
right .... Y ou just lay the paper on the goods and then cut around it? That's easy."
(John pulls the contents from the envelope and un folds t::e pattern.)
"I say, Mary, there muH be two or three dresses in this bu:iness. There's too
much paper here for one dress. G ee Whillikens ! Ycu d ::m't mean to tell me it
takes all this paper for one skinny little dress! I'm sure you are mistaken .... No?
.... Well, perhaps yo u know .... Where's the stuff. then?"
(He picks up the material, shakes it out and spreads it on the floor. He takes
up the first piece of paper he lays his hands on and prepares lo cut.)
"No? What? I can't? Well, why net? There might not be enough material? Why didn't yc u get enough ? .... Oh. I do? Well, all right. That's not
a bad plan. I'll just lay all the pieces out on the goods and then we can tell whether

,
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there is enough .... Why? I do? .... That seems foolish. I have to 6nd the right
side of the goods? Well-what difference does that make? I don't see why one
side should be any different from the other."
(He picks up a corner of the material and scatters the patterns so carefully
spread thereon.)
"Oh the-- Now I've got to do it all over again. Besides, this side is identical
with the other. It isn't? Well, you decide on which is right then .... This is it, you
say? Well. here goes. I'll- I can't? Lay each piece on according to dots?
What in thunder do dots have to do with it? Well-just as you say."
(He holds a piece of the pattern to the light.)
"Great Scott. Mary. This thing is full of holes. It looks like a Pianola record. You're sure you haven't made a mistake? .... Tucks? Plaits? They don't
look like plaits lo me. How? These three mean the 'straight of the goods'? Wh)
in thunder should three holes mean the 'straight of the goods'? .... Besides, I don't
know which is straight-this way or that way .... There's only one way that is the
'straight of the goods'? I don't see why. Well, which is it? .... Oh nonsense, I
don't have to pin to keep it in place .... Pinning wastes both time and energy ....
That's just like you women-always taking the longest and hardest ways to do
things .... I'll just put my knee on it.
{Snip, snip, snip.)
"I must say I don't see any sense in cutting good material up into idiotic shapes
like this .... {Snip, snip, snip.) .... There! And just look at the material I have
saved .... I tell you, Mary, that's just another example of graft; the dressmakers
make you buy just twice the amount of material yon need- and use the rest or sell
it themselves, I'll bet. No wonder the cost of living has gone up .... Huh? What?
.... Oh lord, Mary, you don't mean to tell me I have cut only half the dress! ....
I've got to do that all over again? .... Oh. very well. Oh no, not at all. Oh no,
I'm perfectly willing to do it. I beg of you Mary. let me finish what I have begun;
I always finish whatever I begin .... Pray don't come too near, Mary. Don't you
see how you blew up that pattern? How can you expect a man to cut out his wite's
dress with disturbing elements around? .... Oh now. Mary. you know I didn't mean
that you were a disturbing element-I meant the breeze you made in passing ....
The wind is an element you know .... {Snip, snip.snip.) .... There I It's done I
.... Now, that wasn't very hard. Mary, and I'm sure I wouldn't think of charging
fifty dollars for that! .... What! .... Got to put it together I Oh yes, yes of
course-I forgot. let's see. This piece and this piece go toge- Oh heavens.
Mary, this is an awful labyrinth! I can't make head or tail out of it. ... It's cheap
stuff? .... You knew I would make a fizzle of it? .... I'll be hanged-well, well
.... Well, you were a wise girl, Mary; but take this infernal stuff out of my sight.
.... And here is fifty dollars, M ary. By all means have Madame La Dreau in the
morning .... I have cut it out."
-Evel3'n £\leritt. '13 .

m4e Jlatut nf a JJfrr.alfmau
It is very disheartening, this being hungry all the time, and it is very detrimental
to good school work. It is true that I am not a hearty eater, but then I have what is
called a good appetite. I usually waken about seven-thirty in the morning with a
feeling that there is a vest hollow just where a boy ought to feel the most solid. I
arise and hurry over to breakfast. How good the fragrant aroma of the breakfast
coffee smells, as I sit down and unfold my napkin. I am not a hearty eater, as I
have said, and my breakfast may consist, for example, of an orange, two eggs, two
pieces of toast, three strips of nice, crisp bacon, the kind that breaks under the pressure of your fork, four or live golden-brown muffins, steaming. hot when you open
them and delicious with plenty of butter, a pile of griddle cakes, crisp and hot, with
butter in between each one, and all covered with rich maple syrup, and coffee-but
never more than two cups. For an hour or two I am happy, but at about ten-thirty
I have a vague feeling of uneasiness which soon ripens into a yearning, helpless, hopeless hungry feeling. How my thoughts wander, as I go through my classes. Why
is it that Greek verbs ·persist in singling themselves with thick, juicy beefsteaks,
medium done, and surrounded by parsley and Saratoga chips? Why is it that as I
attempt to learn a great truth about the formation of the optative aorist, and concentrate my attention on the professor, he fades from view, and in his place appears that
big, genial waiter down at Sutrges', bearing on his arm a phtter of great, big oysters,
fried in crackers? What can a man do when he is hungry, with the cube root of
b over m? How can his intellectual appetite sate itself on the wanderings of Aeneas,
when his stomach is constantly yelling "ouch"? At last it is lunch time, and at the
lunch counter Tyrant Stomach is reluctantly forced to be satisfied with "meat and
potatoes, peas and pie," or maybe a sandwich in the bargain, all composed in such a
manner as to occupy Tyrant Stomach•s undivided attention for some hours. But
about four o'clock when I am working nicely on tomorrow's lessons there comes the
same old "say, I'm hungry" whisper from somewhere, and I have to stop and try to
argue it out. I say, "You fool, didn't I just feed you?" and Stomach whines,
"Yes, but- I'm hungry". And I wax wroth and reply, "I don't care if you are,
you'll just have to wait until dinner time." And then Stomach sulks and keeps before my eyes such visions of baked beans, burned just a little on top, and crackling
with the heat they contain, and crisp roast pork, and rich brown gravy, and carrots
stewed in milk, and big, green olives stuffed with red peppers and potatoes heaped up
in mounds of snowy white, and greenish, white crackly lettuce, and big plates of
Boston brown bread, and tall glasses of milk and ice cream, and cake covered with
an icing of thick, brown chocolate, that my mind is quite distracted and I can't
study worth thirty cents Mexican. And not a moment's peace do I get until dinner
time comes. After dinner Stomach is quiet unless I stay up too late, in which case
it starts in again, and wrangles with me about what we will have for breakfast. There
1s JUSt no stopping it. It is complaining half the time, keeping me from working. It's
very discouraging-but what's a fellow going to do?
- Clifford Nicho/J, '15.
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HORACE.

BOOK III.

ODE 13.

0 fair Bandusian fount, whose waters shine
With brighter rays than crystal knows,
Well worthy art thou of my sweetest wine,
And fragrant garlands of the rose.
For thee tomorrow shall a kid be slain,
Whom Glory claimed in vain her own;
For with their blood the playful flock shall stain
Thy pure, cold waters, redder grown.
The flaming Dog-star cannot touch thy pool ;
Thou givest to the toiling ox,
Crown weary with the plow, delightful cool
And welcome draughts to wandering flocks.
Thy oaks, thy hollow rock, the dashing play
Of thy fair fount shall crown thy name.
I'll sing thy prattling water's laugh and spray,
And make Bandusia known to Fame.

- F.M.S.
CalJup
Winslow
Williams
Prescott
Needles
Barstow
that's all.

SOLO BY THE CHAPERON
Lonely am I now no longer,
There are tweny girls around.
Each is capable of making
Twenty different kinds of sound,
Which I hear till after midnight
And at dawning they begin.
Then I hear the same old story,
"Say, kid, let me have a pin."
In the wings I hear their concert,
Then I stay and watch them dance.
No, indeed, I am not lonely,
For I never get a chance.

I

REMINISCENC ES OF THE CHORAL CLUB

Duet-" When."
I.

When the swift train onward flies,
When you close your weary eyes,
When you sink to sleep at last,
With another concert past,
In these words a wakeful lass
Shatters all your dreams like glass:
"Girls, my man was simply grand!
Wish this weren't a one-night stand."

2.

When you dream of home, sweet home,
"Girls, where did I leave my comb?"When, as I have said before"Oh, this traveling is a bore!In your visions of delight"Gee ! that dance was swell tonight!"
I give it up. Farewell, my Muse!
"Porter! Did you swipe my shoes?"

!

THE HARVEY TRAIL

~-1

The wild hawk to the wind-swept sky,
The deer to the wholesome wold,
But the girls all steer for the Harvey House,
The trail that is never old.
Let gypsies wander among the trees,
But we choose the Santa Fe;
When we're hungry and blue, we come to you,
Fred Harvey, three times a day.
ROSES

(

He was a thorn among roses,
But quite a harmless thorn.
He had to stand their racket
From night until the morn.
And now the roses wonder
If he gave them all away,
When he made his speech at Clovis,
For he knew enough to say.

Dear Aunt Myra:I am a college F reshrnan who looks with envy upon the &lillful way with
which his classmates "work" their profs. (I hope you'll excuse the slang, A unt
Myra.) Please tell me how to acquire that gentle art, for I am wocf ully ignorant
and inexperienced in that line.
Yours,

c. w.

I sympathize with you fully, but cannot give you the information you desire.
This art can only be learned by observation and experiments. I would advise you to
begin practice at once on the slowest professor you have.
D ear Aunt Myra:you are such a comfort in time of need. Won't you tell me how to
arouse and retain the liking of my teachers without study?
Florence S.
Certainly. Flatter the ladies and smile at the men. If you find anyone not
susceptible to these thnigs you had better drop the class at once.
Dear Aunt Myra:Will ycu please find for me the poem that begins
Why is red hair red
When other hair is black?

w. c. c.

The remaining two lines of the poem are
Why is a nail a nail
When a small one's but a tack?
Miss Aunt Myra:What do you consider slang to be avoided by college girls?

H.J.
Avoid all common, well-worn phrases, such as "kiddo" and "believe me.:·
Use only expressions somewhat unusual and original, such as, "you can't come bunty
over me.' 'and "talk an octave lower."
Dear Aunt Myra:What is a pun and are they in good taste?
Ir anyone can answer this question they will please do so.

E. E.

Dear Aunt Myra:How old is Ann?
C. G.
I am astonished that you do not know it is always impolite to ask a lady's age.

".

r

Dear Aunt Myra:When walking on the campus, should the young lady take the gentleman's
arm or the gentleman her's?
Perplexed two,
R. G. and D. C.
This is not an important question, since either way it is not an essential element
in the case.

,.

f

Dear Aunt Myra:1 have read your page ever since I was a little girl and you don't know
how I love it. Mamma says we couldn't live without you. And now, dear Aunt
Myra, won't you tell me how long they may know each other before a young lady
may wear a young man's frat pin, and what does it signify?
Lovingly yours,

D. C.
The length of time has nothing to do with the matter; it depends on your ingenuity and the practice you have already had. It signifies everything while you are
waering it, and nothing after it is returned.
Dear Aunt Myra:What is the capacity of the human stomach?
E. M.
Two plates of soup, eight crackers, three pats of butter, two heaping plates of
meat, potatoes, corn, cranberry sauce and whatever else is at hand, and all the de?
scrt you can manage.
Dear Aunt Myra:We are dying to go on the stage. Can't you tell us how to do it}
H. C. and C. P.
Certainly. Cyanide will do the job at once; but if you desire a lingering death
ar~enic would suit you better.
Dear Aunt Myra:Do you consider lavender and green an harmonious combination?

G.
Yes, in the dark.
DREAMING
Dreaming, just dreaming, I see him again,
Though it brings heart-aches, it's worth all the pain.
I lost my heart, but, I hope, not my brain.
Dreaming, just dreaming, that's all.
That's where I left the one that I adore;
I wish that I could see those folks once more.
Oh, dear! This parting cuts me to the core.

AS OTHERS SEE US
"His rudeness is the sauce of his good wit. "- Chamberlain.
"Who is there who can tame her tongue?"- Cox.
"What can't be cured must be endured."- Hil/.
"His is the windy side of philosophy."- Hil/.
"How long, I lord. how long?"- W. B. Arens.
"Don't count your credits before they're catched. "-Seniors.
"Being good is a lonsome job. "-Dru Chrisman.
"All right, but-mostly but."-Hunler.
"Ain't he cute?"- Coburn Cooq.
"She puts confidence in no man."-M. Bright.
"Oh, call it by some better name, for friendship seems too cold. " - C. Weber
and P. T ompqins.
"But still her tongue goes on."-Eve. Everitt.
"Remove the old landmark."-Til/ie Allen.
" I want to be an angel, and with the angels sing. " - C. W eber.
"Calm and unmoved she walked among us."- Miss Parsons.
"Mother's pride, father's joy."-Mat. Higgins.
"I am not in the roll of common men. "-Chas. Lemb~e.
"Thou hast more hair on thy chin than my old horse, Dobbin, hath on his
tail.- Wicq Miller.
ECHOES FROM THE ENTERTAINERS
Why do we tip the porter? Ask Al Iott.
Why didn't Gee go to the Empress?
Who has my shoes?
Why is a porter like a gas meter? Because you have to put a quarter in him
every time you want anything.
THE STARS
The stars in their gladness are shining,
When each one can sing all alone.
They can thus make a hit with the audience,
And their genius can better be shown.
But we of the chorus sing blithely,
No jealousies trouble our soul.
We've been interfering with no one
And no one our copyrights stole.
But I'll tell of one who is greater,
More powerful than any star;
When we want him, we just call him "Porter,"
He's the Grand Potentate of our car.

41
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T HE OLYMPIANS
There once was a lady precise,
With ideas decided and nice;
She'll never use slang
Or wear switches or bangs,
And makes up her mind in a trice.
I

There's a man whose firm chin is well-known,
Who knows math. from the square to the cone;
When anything jars,
"Don't that beat the stars."
But he's fond of a long-distance 'phone.
A lady who parleys F rancais
And says, "O mon Dieu" every day;
She gives us dictes
And reads us French plays,
And toujoursly says, "Ah- c'est vrai."
There was once a fair Black Queen,
Her equal has seldom been seen.
Sharp at seven she'll say,
" I bid you good day,"
And the suitors all beat it, I ween.
A prof, whom we simply adore,
Who is learned in all sorts of lore;
He dresses in stripes
Of various types,
And tho not very sharp, he can bore.
An ethical prof. we present you
Whose theories are surely quite new.
His mind's psychological,
His discourse is logical,
His body is psychical, too.

{

A man who's M. A. by baptism,
Whose business is isics and tsm;
He talk college spirit
To all who will hear it,
Of whom we have no criticism.

Scene-The gate of H eaven.
Time-After we have all passed over.
St. Peter is discovered sleeping at the gate. Candidate for entrance speaks in
agitated voice:
"Hey! Wake up! Wake up! Is business so dull? I've got to get in here."
St. Peter startled and rubbing his eyes:- "Ah, yes - who - what - oh!
What's your profession?
Candidate:-"I, sir ,am the professor of Latin and Greek at the U. N. M .
My name is Moore."
St. P eter :-"My poor man-your case would be funny if it wasn't so pathetic. Of your kind we need no more- avant thee. Vegas for yours."
Candidate (disheartened) : - "Alas ! this is a hard universe.
Even the
heavenly spirits cannot appreciate a great man," and he mounted his Greek pony and
trotted back to the U.
St. Peter:- "Mercy! that hurts my conscience, but really- well-ah, here's
another applicant. Your name?"
Applicant (in most precise manner) : " My name is Miss Josephine S.
Parsons."
St. Peter :- "And what are your excuses for demanding entrance at these
pearly gates?"
Miss Parsons (drawing herself up to her full height) :- "My dear sir, I am
surprised to find that a man of your position and ability doesn't already know how
valuable I'd be in heaven. I think I deserve a box-seat for I have always done my
duty in the way of dunning students for money. They haven't always paid. but
that was because my lungs and vocal cords gave out. I am a perfect lady and stand
for high ideals. Am I not fully qualified?"
St. P eter (seemingly inattentive) :-"Hum! I like the color of your hair.
Come in and give that gentleman a chance to speak."
Little Weber met a maiden
Goipg down the hill ;
Said little Weber to the maiden,
"Do you love me still?"
Said little girl whose name is P earl,
" ' Deed I do love you."
Said little Charlie in a hurry,
"May I walk a few?"

It was the night before Xmas

'
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And all through the school
Not a scholar had studied,
Not even a fool.
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FAVORITE EXPRESSIONS
Dr. Gray- Oh, bother. Now that's quite interesting. isn't it?
Miss Parsons--The sample shows the piece.
Miss Hickey- How funny.
Prof. Moore-I didn't use lo be a ladies' man. Now I use two-lip salve.
Prof. Stephan- ( Silence.)
Mrs. De Lavergne-Mon Dieu !
Miss Eg.- "Smile."
Mr. Conwell- Don't that beat the cars?
Prof. Clark- If there are no questions that is all I have for you today.
Dr. Silber- Oh, Lord. That's what's the matter.
There is a young senorita,
Whose manners would be hard to beat
Habla Espaiiol
Has a new parasol
And is really a great favorita.

a

There once was a prof. who spoke
As tho life were an endless good joke.
Who thought boys were,
Made many a pun,
And was the delight of all overworked (?) folk.
What does A. H. S. mean?
Come on to assembly-

Albert Hunt, Stenographer, of course.

No. thank you. I don't dance.

What is school without a pie counter.
Why do they say Jay is built for the part of center and for Tubby in the play.

(

Overheard in a Greek Tragedy:
Professor :- "Alright, you may go on with the translation."
Student (translating) :-"Not at all. I unsay all I have said before"
Professor (somewhat surprised) :- "Why, isn't that translation right?"
Student (translating further) :-"No, by your beard."
Woman (at door of Sigma Tau House) :- "Are there any children in this
house?"
"Yes, we're all children; come right in."
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Oct.

21.
22.
2.

3.
4.

5.
G.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
17.
18.

I

19.

20.
23.
24.

26.
26.
27.
30.
31.

Nov.

(

1.

2.
3.
G.
1.

8.
10.
13.

14.
15.

Clt~rnuirlt

1910-1911

"'e sign notes t or fees.
Elllce loses a French book.
Three students join the At hletic Association.
C. 1V. met Pear l going down the hill.
Elllce loses a Latin book.
Miss Parsons requests that students redeem notes.
Beam: and Frances stroll.
Agnes registers. She plans to sta~· a week.
Students a r e requested to join Athletic Association
Elllce loses her glo\'es.
The Horace class have a lecture on plum-raising.
Dr. Gray lost his glasses.
Wick. Miiier has to shave his whiskers.
Chas. \Veber walks down with Pearl.
A llUle kitten has been pledged to E T.
Agnes decides to stay two weeks.
Elllce lose11 her pocket-book.
There was no Thursday assembly. "'hy? Xo one came.
Cook sold 23 shoestrings and 57 collar buttons at Mandell's.
The Gasoline Twins were out on a trip.
The Livy class heard a lecture on astronomy.
Football team goes to El Paso.
Xo game at E l Paso.
Game at El Paso after all.
l\Jr. Aullck passes us on the hill.
Boys return from El Paso.
Nothing said about scare.
Bull fighter handkerchiefs appear on campus.
Charl otte P r att enters school.
Mr. Au lick passes us on t h e hill with an empty seat.
IIallowe'en.
Appearance of Prof. Clark's horse zebra.
The furnace out of order today. Temperature !!2 degrees.
A new man appointed by Regents to look a!ter heating plant.
Agnes decides to stay till Christmas.
Hutch. wants all men ou t for football.
Hiiiy has a new girl.
Bert Hunter caught cold in his right hand.
·we're feellng pretty good about 0-0.
Adele drops English.
E,·elyn perpetrates a pun.

H urrah!

0. A. MATSON & Co.
Caterer to the University Trade

Alququerque~s

Leading Stationery Store
OUR SPECIALTIES
Fine Stationery
Newspapers and Periodicals
Eastman Kodaks
Photographic Supplies
School and Blank Books
Latest Copyright Books
Souvenir Post Cards
Artists' Materials
Baseball and Football Goods
Playing and Tally Cards
Draftmen's Supplies
Fine Candies
Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens
Conklin Self Filling Pens
'

0. A. MATSON & CO.
--=== WHOLBSALE AND RETAIL :· :::::::::=:::--

BARNETT BLDG.

-:-

ALBUQUERQUE
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LEARNARD-LINDEMANN COMPANY
Purchase Direct from the factory
the following Pianos:
Chickering Bros., Bush and Lane, Learnard- Lindemann Co.,
Victor, Colby, Schiller and the World's Famous
Ferrand-Cecilian Interior Player Piano
Our financial po1ition en1ble1 u1 to quote you ·•money-savinC price1."
you our pianos

.J

h will be a pleasure to ehow

LEARNARD-LINDEMANN CO.
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£11abli1bed 1900

Gold A•c.

Albuquerque, N . M •

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Livery § Boarding Stables
CALL PHONE N O. 3 FOR
Hocks, Li\/ery and Saddle Horses

115 North Secol)d Street

Albuquerque, N . M .
EDWIN L. CROSE

CEO. L . BROOKS
Pruidcat

JOHN M MOORE

Secrct.ary

Vice Pru •ad Meaafcr

John M. Moore R ealty Co.
ESTABUSHED 1888

INCORPORATED 1903

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE, LOANS
AND ABSTRACTS
Money to Loan on Real Eatnes Security--Abatractao£ Title for Bernalillo Co.
Real Eatate---Notary Busine5a---Conveyancin~
214 W . Gold Ave.
MACEY BOOK CASES

f

Albu~·•crque,

N. M.

OSTERMOOR MATRESSES

ALBERT FABER
308-310 W, Central Avenue

New Mexico's Largest Furniture and Carpet
E stablishment
LARGEST VARIETY. WWEST PRICES WHITE FROST REFRIGERATORS
KARPEN UPHOLSTERING FURNITUR E
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Business Leadership

i+ depends today in natural capacity plus technical
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i

business knowledge. The brains, energy and
ambition you must supply yourself. The special
business training, which is just as essential, you
may obtain through

Ii
ALB~~~~~ij~~s~~~l~~::1~~LLfGE I
i
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THE

efficiency, earning power
and your opportunities,
write today for our late
catalog. No vacations.
Enter any time. Grad·
uates successful.
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ALBUijUERijUE
BUSINESS
GOLLEBE
.
"SPBCIAL SCHOOL BY SPBCIALISTS"
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lG.

17.
20.
:? 1.
22.
24.

J

27.
28.
29.
!JO.

nee.

t
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4.

6.
7.
S.
11.
I 2.
I 3.
14.
15.
Jan. 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
9.
10.
l l.
12.
13.
I G.
17.
LS.

1 9.
20.
21.
:!:!.

(

23.
24.
26.
29.
30.
31.

Varsity dereats Vegas Xormal, a6-0.
Walker has a dead flng€r. Ten cents a look.
Adele drops Spanls't.
Adele Is registered In music department.
Thermometer 32 degrees. Boller taken apart and rep tin• I.
Encouragi ng number of colds in e\'idence.
Glee Club rehearsals are becoming Interesting.
Coburn decides to patent a n automatic razor.
Caesar clai;s learns to in\'est at 40 per cent.
Helen glq~s lecture on \\·omen's Rights.
Thanksgiving game. Silence.
B,·etyn 1>e rpetrates a pun. \\'orse than usual.
Chnrlle \\'eber decides he can't come back u fter Chrl<tn111s.
Coburn announces a scheme for ma~ Ing mone~-.
'l'rl-A I pha Big Dance.
Homan Ants. class has lecture on meters.
Cobu rn shl!ts scenes at Elks' Opera House.
Dora goes to picture show after school.
Chas. \\'eber lea,·es for \Yinslow. He Is po;11thely not t•omlng hack.
Merry Christmas!
Chas. \Yeber comes back.
Pearl and Charlie walk down the hill together.
Carlisle and Dora go to the picture !!how.
Dr. Gray lea,·es tor Santa Fe.
Biil Higgins entertains B. 0. Erown at tea In I>r. Gray·~ olYke.
Agnes decides to stay till February.
Tiiiie decides we can't ha,·e our books in the library.
Proscription list posted.
Shimer leaves town.
Brlghtle Bright was soused In the fountain.
Helen Ward looks sad. We extend sympathy.
George \Valker strolls with Inez.
Girls begin to plan a Santa Fe trip.
Dora and Carlisle appear on the campus.
Mr. Moore accepts the position of Dean of Janltorlcnl Dep trlnwnt.
Carlisle looks In 'steen places at noon-what for"?
Carlisle and Dora ha,·e a fuss.
News rrom Busser. The girls may go, somewhere i:sometlme.
Rehean;als tor Erown of Harvard.
The girls a r e pretty sure they will go.
Beginning or second semester.
Lights out on windmill, campustr y ,·er~ lnten:stlng.
Ed Roi's leaves !or ·w 1sconsin. E\·etyn In tears.

1

GOING A W AY THIS
SUMM E R
IF SO, SEE US FOR ALL KINDS OF HIGH
GRADE TRAVELING GOODS, SUCH AS
TRUNKS, SUIT CASES, HAND BAGS, ETC.

l

EVERYTHING DESIRABLE IN T RAVELING COSTUMES-TO PLEASE ALL TASTES
AND POCKET BOOKS.

ROSENWALD'S
OUR MOTTO:

Purity, Quality, Cleanliness
ALL KINDS OF CAKES AND PIES
FRESH EVERY DAY

t

PIONEER BAKERY
Phone 155

-·-

2.07 S. F irst St.

Young Men of this Age Prefer

~nrtrty ~rauh

(!llntqrn

ClJecause they have the Style, Fit and Character that
make them look different, yet dignified, Sold at
o41buquerque, only by

ma• mm
CLOTHING CO.

C<7J?..NER CENTRAL AND SEC01FD' - - - - - - - - - - -
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E. L. Washburn Company
INCORPORATED
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Outfitters for Men and Boys
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STEIN-BLOCH CLOTHES FOR MEN
·==~·i't~

Walk-Over Shoes $3.50 and $4.00

Stetson Shoes
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Stetson Hats :i:
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Mem ber American Optical Association-Member New Mexico 01)ticat
Registered Under New Mexico Optometry Law.

QI. i!j. Q!artte!l, ®.

m.

:)ecr cta r y a nd Treasurer :\'ew Mexico Board ot Exumlners 111 Optome.ry
Ottlce
114 W. Ce ntra l A\•e.,
Phone 462.

ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO.

1

SCHWARTZMAN & WITH
Wholesale and Retail D ealers In

Fresh and SaltMeats
Fresh Sausage EPery Day
:? I I W . Ccnu ·al .\ \'C.
Pho n es 527-528.

.\l b11q11crq11c,
Ne w M exi co.

T clcphonc 923

llaltnu
31~ West Central A venue
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I•'eb.

1.

2.
3.
4.

7.
8.
9.
Mar.

1.

2.
:i.

6.
7.
10.
l :1.

H.
16.
1G.

ti.
1s.

19.
~o.

22.
23.
:?4.

25.
26.
28.
:JO.
Apr.

1.

:1.
4.

5.
7.
10.
ll.

13.
15.
16.
18.
19.
20.
2:?.

Jlllnols kid meets Chi In Wrestling Match at the gym.
Dru enters school.
Dru C. and Hilly study campustry.
E\•elyn perpetlates a pun.
Glee Club still thinks about going.
Roman Antiquities class has a lecture on philosophy.
Charlie and Pearl walk down thE' hlll.
Girls hear of proposed Glee Club trip.
1'he~· venture a few remarks about it.
Great glee.
Peanz and Dru Chrisman still seen together.
P.oys hear there is chance for a club for them.
ThE' whole available male student body join!! Club.
The girls hope they will go, but doubt It.
f;rna Pergus&on is presented with key ring by Jay Al len, so tha t she will
no longer lose her keys.
Harli ness is seen with Dru again.
Boys· Glee Club still practicing lustily.
i:'pltz says they can't get In tune because they ha,·e lost the key.
Faculty meeting. Some names are posted.
F.rna P. has all her keys, but it Is feared that she has lost her heart now.
He1l0rt Is den le 1.
l t>anz and Dru again.
Girls begin to sound better.
Humored they \Ylll go on Santa Fe trip.
Rumor gaining credence.
Humor t•ontlrmed.
They go sho1>ping.
Ernn loFes ring, keys and all.
Poys' c:uh will be known as ··EntE>rtalners".
No April Fool joke. Girls get ready to leave.
They go. Large and enthusiastic delegation, most male, sees them oft.
Campus ls quiet.
A I most too Quiet.
Girls' Club Is making big hit.
Girls nre at Grand Canyon .
Ql1·1s in Lose Angeles write home for money.
'Vt> hear they are coming back.
They arrive.
T~oyK dance with them In Rodey Hall.
Poys get their dress suits, and exact date of their tri p Is announce().
Freshmen must bring written permission from their mammas befor<'
they go.
All OK. They go.
They piny to packed houses.

]. A. SKINNER

GROCER
•·:+W>•Mo•Jo'i'++++.;.+++++++ot··:·•!o'.

We Carry the Best in Everything

-{I

White House Coffee
Royal Coffee
National Biscuit Crackers
Monarch Pickles and Preserves
Libby's Canned Meats
flWonarch Can Goods
Fort Brand Goods
Hunts California Goods
Una Brand California Fruits.
L awrence Canned Vegetables

Give Us Your Business
Phone 60

205 South First Street

,

(

y QU

men who like to be smartly
dressed wherever you go;
not ultra in style, but dressy---you are
the man to appreciate our HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX
Clothes. Lot us show you the Shape-maker for young men; the Varsity for all men;
the Norfolk for any who like out-door sports.

J

.)--

SIMON STERN THKvi~~1R~toTHIER

The Jaffa Grocery Company

GROCERS AND BAKERS

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

I HB BEST COAL AT THB LOWBST PRICBS

PHONE 91

PHONE 91

HAHN COAL COMPANY

c0

GALLUP

AL

CERRILLOS

WOOD
COKE
KINDLING
LIME ANO BUILDERS SUPPLIES
Prompt and Corelul Delive ries

Albuquerque, N . M.

1-. N. LINVILLE
-f

STAPLE and FANCY GROCERIES
Best Grade of Flour, Teas, Coffees and Spices a Specialty
THE BEST ALWAYS
h•h•••'t.""'t.''""'''•.t•u•u•u•o•u•11 1u•t1•11•t1•t'4

Telephone 288

I

)>

,

508 W. Central Ave

Albuquerque

THE PASTIME
... AN D ...

Crystal Theatres

The Place to Go for an Evening's
Enjoyment.

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

t1

OUR WORK IS BEST
WHITE WAGONS ••..
Coal and Second

Phone 177

Nothing But the H ighest Quality

The William Farr Company
=- ~MEATS ---===
PRICES ALWAYS RIG HT

WHOLBSALB A ND RBT AIL

1

'

{
Apr. !!3.
:!4.

25.
:!G.
27.
l\1ny I.
:!.
:1.
4.

r..
6.

lo.
15.
16.
1 7.

IR.
20.
21.

23.

:!4.
:!5.
26.
27.
June I.

'(

,

~

Dr. Gray orders larger hat and vest.
Peanz and Dru seen again. Has his position cinched
Hutch. curses Glee Club.
Entertainers repeat their earlier successes and piny Welllngton 11nd K. C.
Track team gets busy.
Getting warmer. Easeball team rounding Into shllP<'.
Entertainers return. Girls see their hats.
Girls who had made \"OWS after visit or Kani.as Club or attc•ndlng K. U.,
renounce them.
F:xams fire approaching.
Glrls begln to get letters from wes;t.
..Polly" Sewell gets a letter from GalluJ).
Pearl Tompkins gets a letter. too.
Commercial Club reeds Entertainers.
l'eanz find Dru like the Dorm. swing.
Shimer comes down to look at the buildings.
His lntereRt Is unabated.
We cram.
Rllll nt It.
\\'care 1H•ruslng certain worl·s presumed to be l'!tandard, with the object
or securing therefrom certain desired Information or a churac: t er that
will enable us to answer dh-ers questions that may be asked us, even
pursuing our studies until late In the e\·enlng.
Same as above. \\'e cram.
l\11ruge !!Crlbes hustle to finish their stuff.
"Moi.t ready tor exams.
They begin.
Good Bye, Kid. Honest, I hate to see you go.
Back In the Fall?

'l'HONE 2

M. Nash, 'President and Genn-al Mana.gn-.

f}{ash Eledrical Supply Company
Electrical Contractors and Engineers-&erything Electrical
Carried in Stock
506 W. Central .Acr:itnue

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Star Hay and Grain Co.
CJ>~alers

in all kincls of

Horse, Cattle and Poultry SuppUes
.........

~

.................

oJ

~,...,..,,..__

.AWJUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

The Most Popular Place In the City for Ice Cream Sodas and

Cooling Summer 'Drinlr.s is al

]. H. O'Rielly Vrug Co. s
1

BEAUTIFUL STORE
Cor. Second and Central.

Eberything dean, up-t<Hlate and sercr:ied in the best pcssible manner.
Orangeade, the most popular fountain drink e'fJer served.

Try our Goldtn

N. B.- Our prescription department is alw4ys in charge of registered pharmacists and
prescriptions are carefully and pl'()T1tpl[y compounded. Our mail order businl'ss is
,onstantly increuing, Satisfa.ction always guaranteed.

{

GLO~IETA

BEER

A HOME PRODUCT

~Manufactured by~

.}-

J

'

(

•

Southwestern Brewery and Ice Co.
Phone 57 and 58

-·-

-·-

-·-

Albuquerque, N . M .

PHONE 115

BORDERS
PHONE 115

.
Bryant"s Parcel Delivery Co.
P hones; 501-502

We D eliver Packages and Notes to all P arts of the City

Baggage H auled also.

Prompt Service

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M .

r.:

:-,

ii

Our Tape
Line is
Ready for

.,.

I
I

--{,

YOU!•
A Perfect Fit
the
Newest Style
and the
Fullest Satisfaction Assured
1(

l'

~

AT

WOOD & JONES
~~?< 3'ailo'1<t/~

THIRD

AND

CE N TRAL

.,

r

•

Swat! bi ff! bingo! slam!
Scarcely know just where I am!
What's a flitting o'er my clcthes?
Whew! What's buzzing 'rc-und my nose
Breaking up our pleasant chats.
0, you wretched Gnaughty· Gnats I

"'
I

.)-

,

•

Zip! buzz! hully-gee !
What on earth is wrong with me?
Look at this bunch swarming by.
Oh! kerplunk-one's in my eye!
Hurry up--let's get our hats
And leave behind these Gnaughty Gnats.
Where's a veil, a fan, a brick?.
How these measly bugs do stick !
In my eye-brows now they jig;
Now they're tangled in my wig.
On the square, they're worse than rats,
Yes, they are-these Gnaughty Gnats.
How they itch and sting and bite!
Welts are raised I hat are a fright I
Madly here and there I snatch!
Feel, my dear, just like Old Scratch.
Gracious! Mercy! Suffering cats!
Off with you, you Gnaughty Gnats.
Shoo! Away! Oh, looky here!
Now they're chewing on my ear.
Ouch! My neck! My face! My arms!
Brutes! I know you're bent on harm.
Wish I had a bunch of slats;
I'd swat you all, you Gnaughty Gnats.
Oh, kersploo, kersplutter, buzz!
Now I've swallowed half a doz.
Holy thunder! How it wrankles.
Now, by Hee, they're at my ankles.
Aren't they just most wretched brats?
What's the use of Gnaughty· Gnats?

-Evelyn Everitt, '13.

HUGH TROTTER
Groceries and Meats
Phones 524 and 44

109-111 North Second

STATE NATIONAL BANK
OF ALBUQUERQUE NEW MEXICO
Org1nucd April 18th.

(9().4

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
\\'e

re~vectfu'ly

in\'ite attention to th >! following CO;\I PAHA TI VE
STATE;\lEN'l':

Dcpo•it• Dcccmc:cr 31. 19()4

Deposits Dec. 31, 1911
Albuquerque

l,105,175.95

!~umber

CompanJ?_

LUMBER
CEMENT
GLASS
PAINT and
WA LL PAPER
423 N . Fl•st Street

Albuqt1erqcJP, /Vew Mexico

WE SELL THE

CLUB HOUSE Cf3RAN'IJ
HIGHEST QUALITY FOOD PRODUCT

A. J. M A LOY
219 W. Ctnfral Acve.

cA/huquerqae, N. t.M.

)

'

r

I

!

I

New Mexico's L eading Daily Newspaper
" E very Day in the Y ear"

Albuquerque
Morning
Journal

]ob Printing of Every Description

,
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

FRST ATION L BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW M EXIOO
AT T IJE CLOSE OF B USil\'ESS FEBRU.\RY 20th, 1912
RESOURCES :
Loans and Discounts ............................... . .... $2,664, 123.93
Bonds, Securities, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 4,908.36
Ban ki n g House and Furnitur e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.f 2,000.00
U n ited States Bon ds . . . . . . .
. ............ $ 3 4 2,229.58
Cash and Exchange ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,658,99 4.42
2,001.224.00
Total ............................................. $4.972,266.29
LIABI LI TIES:
Capital ................................................ $ 300,000.00
Surplus and Profits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
113,885.10
Ci r culation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200,000.00
De posits ............. ........ ... ........... . ........... 4,178,371.19
Total ................ . .. .. .................. . ..... $4,972,256.29

STRONGEST IN THE SOUTHWEST
Suits to Your Measure
$15.00 and O\'er

Mall O rders Gh·en
Prompt Atte nti o n

'

"Look for me m tlie Barnett Building "

JOSEPH FRIEDBERG
Tailor and Haberdasher
105 So u th Sec<>n tl Street

ALH llQ l'l~ HQ UE,

,

N. 1\1.

SPRING
SHOES
Th e n e west and best In Spring F ;otwear Is here and ready for your choosing. Shoes made of selec ted leathers
by th e most s kil f ul Shoemakers.

Thl' ~C'W lll~h T oe ...
'l11r ('uhan llr<.•I ... and
T h r S h o rt \ 'umps
llJ~ h Cut...., Tl ~ o r P um1>"

E\'ery Shoe we o tre r our trade has a
i;<p lendld r eco rd behind It.

In Buck.... k ln, \ 'c h·N , Satin ucd c.
G un .H N n l, Put('n t a ntl Duc k
.\ re nll h e r.- a t lhl'lr IK'-.t.

J
L

Special cAttention to the ;fad that We cAre Sole
g/Janufadurers of

WHITE PINE
LUfMBER
AND ITS PRO'DUCTS

AMERICAN LUMBER CO. Albuquerque, N. M.

LOUIS ILFELD
Jobber of

-----::___- NA V AJ 0 BLANKETS
DIRECT FROM THE NAVAJO RESERVATION

Hides, Pelts, Wool and Sheep
St. John Street, Phone 564

Albuquerque, New Mt:xico

Springer Transfer Company
110 W. Golcl cAve.

Haul Anything
J

'
,
l

'·•

FASHION CAFE
)

Central Avenue

Open D ay and Nr'glzt

STRONG BROS.
FURNITURE
Gennal House Furnishers
INSTALLMP.NTS ESPECIALLY

Rugs, Matting, L inoleum. B edding, Rangee
Crocltery, Glau and G ranite Ware

'NET CASH
Strong Block

,

Cor. Second and Copr~r

O

NE of the C orner Stones of this B ueineu has been HON EST
VALUES - to this principle -we attribute our success.
- :I n the future we shall expect the same vigilance so we may reach the
goal we aim at - to hold the public confidence.
-·- -:- - ·- - :PHONE 283

-::-

307 W. CENTRAL

•

I
J.
l

(

.,
J

Phone 869
CTT,\S . .\. 1J:I ,I,ER , D.

n.

S.

Hoom 14, N. T . Armi jo B)dg.

;\lJ\ NN-VEN ADLE
J\ttol'ncys at Law

Ho11rs: 8-12 n. m., t-5 p. m.
New l\Iexico

Alhll(JUE'l"<llle.

Rooms 1, 2, 3. 4, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office Phone f>7 l

\tto rn<')" at Law

H ouse Phone I 083

DR. :\f.\ RG .\R ET C. ('.\HT\\'RJGHT

Hoorrs 1 5 and 16, Parnett Bldg.

Ster n Block

EO:\rt'XD .J..\T,GF.R

Dt'ntlst

COLLI NS & S'l'UOU P
Attornc~·s

Alhuqucrquo,

nc

J.JJlW

New Mexico
Whiting Building

\

4

i

f

G. S. RJ.OClC

R. FIU<:n PRTTlT

.\ tto r·nc•y nt J,nw

D c-nt111t

Offl<'<': Stern Building

Hoom 12. Armijo Bldg.
New Mexico

A lhUCl\l<'r(l\H',

Phon<' iH
J,,

G. HICE, :If.

n.

J . K HH.\ Pl'
D e ntist
Roon-s 1. :!, 3, Parn\'lt Bldg.

P.nrnett Rulldlng

R W. J>.BRY.\X
1\ ttornc-y nt Tmw
F'ln1t N1ttlonn1 Bank Build ing

G.

s.

Mc-T,,\

xnnr.:ss.

\\'hltlng Building

~t.

n.

)

'
'
P h one 292

Phone 717
Ult. J. 0 . SCHWENTKER

L .\ URA

0 1<tN>J)ftthlc Phys icia n

n . M AR1'1N

Public Stcnogruph('r

Suite 6, N. T. Ar mijo B ldg.
New Mexico

Albuquerque,

C ,\ PITOL

LIFE

INSURANCE

Room 7, Stn.te National Bank B ldg.

CO.

or

~ats.

COLORADO

VIOLA STARn
Gowns

F.. S. Parker. R. L. Wooton, Agents

Albuquerque,

New :Mexico
45

Hair Dressing

Barnett Bldg.

Facial lfassage

Phone 156
POH'l'ERFI EJ"'D COllPANY

MISS H. V. MOORE

Barnett Building

l •'irc Jns urunc•c
R~I

E s u11.c

Lou ns
Nota ri es Public
lfn n lc111•l 11A"

Spcclulty: HaLr Goods

216 ·west Gold Avenue

f

L. C'. G JELTTZ

RALPH B. P.\Rto.;n

'l'hc )lc r c hnnt Tu llor
7 and 9, Armijo Bldg.

Fleischer's Oft'lce

Ill R 4th St.

Duke C'ltr Cll•unl'r..

W . C. COOK
• EVERITT T ICE JEWELER

Agent
Sigma 'fnu House
J1111K't'llll

'

Lnunclry

